
 
  

GREENWOOD CEMETERY ADVISORY BOARD 
AGENDA 

Friday, February 5, 2021, 10:00 A.M. 
VIRTUAL MEETING  

Meeting ID: 989 8385 6041 
  

The Greenwood Cemetery Advisory Board provides the recommendations to the City Commission:    
1. Modifications:   As to modifications of the rules and regulations governing Greenwood 

Cemetery. 
2. Capital Improvements:   As to what capital improvements should be made to the cemetery. 
3. Future Demands:   As to how to respond to future demands for cemetery services. 

 
I.  CALL TO ORDER  

Chairperson, Linda Buchanan 
II.  ROLL CALL  
  City Clerk, Alexandria Bingham 
III. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES 

A.   Approval of meeting minutes of January 8, 2020 
IV.  Unfinished Business 

 None 
V.  New Business 
 A. Grave Pricing Evaluation and Recommendation 

B. Review of Greenwood Cemetery Rules & Regulations 
C. Plan for Future Landscaping 

VI.  REPORTS  
A. Financial Reports 
B. Cemetery Sales & Activity 
C. Clerk’s Office Update 

 
VII.   OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FOR MATTERS NOT ON THE AGENDA 

 
VIII.  BOARD COMMENTS 
  
IX.  ADJOURN  

 

Next Meeting: March 5, 2021 
 

NOTICE:  Individuals requiring accommodations, such as mobility, visual, hearing, interpreter or other assistance, for effective 
participation in this meeting should contact the City Clerk's Office at (248) 530-1880 (voice), or (248) 644-5115 (TDD) at least one day in 

advance to request mobility, visual, hearing or other assistance. 
 

Las personas que requieren alojamiento, tales como servicios de interpretación, la participación efectiva en esta reunión deben 
ponerse en contacto con la Oficina del Secretario Municipal al (248) 530-1880 por lo menos el día antes de la reunión pública. 

(Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964). 

about:blank


 

 
  

GREENWOOD CEMETERY ADVISORY BOARD 
MEETING MINUTES  

Friday, January 8, 2021, 10 A.M. 

VIRTUAL MEETING 
  

I.  CALL TO ORDER  
 
Linda Buchanan, Chair, called the meeting to order at 10:01 A.M.  

  
II.  ROLL CALL  

 
Present:  Chair Linda Buchanan (location: Birmingham, MI) 

Pam DeWeese (location: Birmingham, MI) 
Linda Peterson (location: Birmingham, MI)  
Margaret Suter (location: Birmingham, MI)  
George Stern (location: Birmingham, MI) 
Joseph Vercellone (location: Rochester, MI) 

   Laura Schreiner (location: Birmingham, MI)  

Administration: City Clerk Alex Bingham; Museum Director Leslie Pielack  
Guests: None 
 

III. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES 
 

A.   Approval of meeting minutes of November 6, 2020 
 

MOTION: by Suter, seconded by Peterson: 
 

To approve the minutes of November 6, 2020. 
 
VOTE:  Yeas, 7 
  Nays, 0 
  Recused, 0 

  
IV.  UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

 A. Clarification on Ground Penetrating Radar 
• Members expressed desire to elaborate on the GPR memo before presenting 

it to the City Commission 
• City Clerk will bring the report back to Greenwood Cemetery Advisory board 

for further review.  
 
 
 

B. Recommendation to the City Commission for Grave Release 
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• Members expressed concern about reaching the cemeteries financial goals if 
more graves are released with the current price of $3,000 per grave.  

• Members also noted the importance of making sure options were available to 
persons interested in purchasing a grave.  

• It was noted that there would need to be space reserved in the cemetery for 
future tree planting and landscaping needs.  

 
MOTION: by Stern, seconded by DeWeese: 
 

To recommend that the City Commission authorize the 14 plots available in 
Section C, Row 18-A for sale.  

 
VOTE:  Yeas, 5 
  Nays, 2 (Suter & Peterson) 
  Recused, 0 

 
  

 V. NEW BUSINESS 

      None. 

 
VI.  REPORTS  

A. Members reviewed financial information provided by City Clerk.  
The portfolio’s ending fund balance on November 30, 2020, was $929,235, December 
data will be available for the February GCAB meeting due to the statement cycles of 
Fidelity and Vanguard. 

B. Members reviewed sales activity and burial activity provided by the Clerk and provided 
feedback on statistics that were important to track.  

 

VII.   OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FOR MATTERS NOT ON THE AGENDA 
     There were no public comments. 

VIII.    BOARD COMMENTS    
 
Linda Peterson expressed the need to reevaluate the sale price of graves to meet 
financial goals.  
 
Pam DeWeese expressed the need to examine the current rules and regulations and 
how that information is distributed to cemetery visitors.  
 
Linda Buchanan expressed the need to plan and reserve space for future tree planting 
in the cemetery.  
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IX.  ADJOURN  
 
Ms. Buchanan noted that the next meeting will be February 5, 2021, at 10:00 AM 
virtually, and adjourned the meeting at 11:45 AM.  
 
Next Meeting: February 5, 2020, 10:00 AM (virtual). 
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MEMORANDUM 
 

City Clerk’s Office 
 
DATE:   January 29, 2021 
 
TO:   Greenwood Cemetery Advisory Board 
 
FROM:  Alexandria Bingham, City Clerk 
 
SUBJECT: Grave Price Evaluation and Recommendation Memo 
 
 
INTRODUCTION:  

• At the January 25, 2021 City Commission Meeting a resolution was passed by a 7-0 vote 
for the suggested grave site release of the 14 graves in Section C, row 18-A. Within that 
resolution the City Commission also charged the GCAB with the duty of evaluating the 
current grave prices and providing the Commission with a recommendation before the 
next release of graves.   

 
BACKGROUND: 

• In July 2019 the Greenwood Cemetery Advisory Board evaluated grave prices and 
recommended to keep the price per plot at the current rate of $3,000. If all remaining 
available graves are sold at the rate of $3000 pre space the Greenwood Cemetery’s 
Perpetual Care Fund would not reach its financial goal.  
 

PROCESS 
• The City Clerk’s office will provide information to GCAB to consider.  
• GCAB will weigh the pros and cons of the proposed increases, how a change may affect 

the market and make a decision in the best interest of the Cemetery, City & its 
constituents.   

• GCAB will finalize their recommendation for the City Commission to review. 
 
QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER 

• What will be the public perception of a grave price increase? If prices are raised should 
more flexibility be given to the people wanting to purchase in section B? 

o Example: Release a certain number of any graves available in sections B & C. 
• How important is it to the Commission that the Perpetual Care Fund reach its goal of 

$2,000,000? 
o How close can the fund get to its goal at the following rates: 

 $3000/grave (current) 
 $4000/grave 
 $5,000/grave  

Unit Price Contributions Current Balance Projected Balance Goal Difference 
$3,000.00 $525,000.00  $             922,431.25  $1,447,431.25  $       2,000,000.00   $     552,568.75  
$4,000.00 $700,000.00  $             922,431.25  $1,622,431.25  $       2,000,000.00   $     377,568.75  
$5,000.00 $875,000.00  $             922,431.25  $1,797,431.25  $       2,000,000.00   $     202,568.75  
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QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER (continued) 
• What other ways can the Cemetery reach its financial goals? 
• How will a grave price increase affect the private sales market? 
• How will timing of sales effect the balances and growth of the perpetual care fund? 
• What is the expected impact of changes in burial practices that suggest a future trend 

toward cremation on grave sales/revenues? 
• Other Questions to Consider  

 
LEGAL REVIEW:  

• None.  
 
FISCAL IMPACT:  

• To be determined. 
 
ATTACHMENTS:   

• Current Grave Purchase Comparison 
• August 2019 Grave Price Report 
• August 16, 2019 GCAB Minutes 
• CRAINS October 2020 article on Cremation becoming the “norm” 

 
SUGGESTED RESOLUTION: 
To recommend that the City Commission: 

A. Maintain the purchase price of $3,000 per grave 
OR 

B. Increase the purchase price to $4,000 per grave 
OR 

C. Increase the purchase price to $5,000 per grave 



Local Cemetery Comparisons: 
 

Information collected 1/29/2021 

 
Cemetery Name 

Price Per 
Grave 

Clusters of 2-4 
graves next to each 

other 

Cremation or 
Casket 

 
Monument 

Oakview- Royal Oak $2,995 - $3,495 Yes they have clusters 
of 2-4 

Maximum of 1 
casket and 2 
cremations 

Need 2 graves for a monument. Flat 
monument is no extra charge but 
upright monument is an additional 
$500 per grave due to easement 

St Hugo of the Hills 
Columbarium 

Bloomfield Hills 

$4,000 - 1 urn 
 

$5,000 - 2 urn 
“companion” 

niche 

n/a - no gravesites, 
ground burials or 

caskets. 
Multiple adjacent niches 

available 

Cremations only  None. Cremains are housed in a 
series of niches built into stone walls 

along connected pathways. Each 
niche is 11”x11”x17” deep and can 
hold 1 or 2 urns. Name and years of 
birth and death in bronze letters on 

niche front. 

Holy Sepluchre $1,995 - $5,000 
depending on the 

section 

Yes the have clusters of 
2, 4 & 6 

Maximum of 1 
casket and 5 

cremations in one 
grave 

Monuments can be upright or flat. 
Have to have a minimum of 2 graves 

for monument 

Roseland Park 
Cemetery 
Berkley 

$2,295 - $3.795 Yes - anything from 2-6 Maximum1 casket 
+ 1 cremation per 

gravesite 

Flat or upright monuments depending 
on the section. Upright monument 
requires at least two gravesites. 
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MEMORANDUM 
 

City Clerk’s Office 
DATE:   August 9, 2019 
TO:   Greenwood Cemetery Advisory Board 
FROM: J. Cherilynn Mynsberge, City Clerk 
SUBJECT: Recommendation to City Commission on Cemetery Plot Pricing 

 
 

On July 8, 2019, the City Commission considered the GCAB’s recommendation to release 60 
additional cemetery plots for sale.  The Commission took no action on the recommendation. 
Following discussion the Commission asked that the GCAB study the market price of cemetery 
plots and make a recommendation on what the price of Greenwood Cemetery plots should 
be.  
 
Additionally, the Commission asked that the GCAB evaluate and make a recommendation on 
whether or not additional plots in Sections B & C should be sold. 
 
On the issue of market price, the Assistant to the City Manager, James Gallagher conducted 
a survey of cemeteries in Oakland County and presented his findings in the attached data 
worksheet and graph. This data should assist you in evaluating the current market price for 
cemetery plots. 
 
Also attached is an excerpt from the minutes of the July 8, 2019 City Commission meeting 
detailing the Commission’s discussion. 
 
 
 



Name Address City Ownership Telephone # Contact Person 
Dimensions 

(acreage) 
Historic 

Designation(s)
How Many Plots Total How Many Spots Left Sold Price Variable Price Per Plot

How Many 
Cremitaory 

Remains 1 Plot
Mngt Services Sales Staff Status

White Chapel 
Memorial Park 621 W. Long Lake Rd Troy Private 248-362-7693

Steve (Supt.) - left 
v/m 200 acres  N/A 

Didn't 
Respond

Oakview 1032 N. Main Royal Oak Private 248-541-0139

Ashley (Sales Mngr.)

94 acres No
59,000 people currently 
burried 10 acres Not Public Info Range  $              2,595 

4 human remains 
in 1 plot 
(Requires 2,3,4 
rights of 
internments to be 
purchased) allow 
benches above 
ground to add 4 
people in bench Internally Internally Open

Acacia Park 31300 Southfield Rd Beverly Hills Private 248-646-4228

Sales Mngr. out had 
a heart attack, spoke 

with Betty  N/A 
Didn't 
Respond

Roseland Park 29001 N. Woodward Berkley Private 248-541-1154

(Ikera?) Contact out 
of office until Aug. 1

135 Yes  N/A 
Didn't 
Respond

Franklin (Noah Hill) Franklin Private 248-200-9493

Steve Bancroft 
(Cemetary Dir.) cell: 

313-570-1811

7 Yes 6,000 about 800 N/A Noah Hill  $              2,500 
3 remains per 
plot

Yes - Huron 
Cemetary 
Maitenance 
(sexton) all 
burials done by 
them

Steve (not 
looking for 
more work) Open

Franklin (Traditional 
Area) Franklin Private 248-200-9494

Steve Bancroft 
(Cemetary Dir.) cell: 

313-570-1812 N/A
Traditional 
Section  $              3,500 Open

Clover Hill Park 
(Member) 2425 E. Fourteen Mile Birmingham Private 248-723-8884

Vickie Straitz

60-65 No                                         26,000 6,500 5,000 Member  $              2,500 

1 invid. Remains 
only in 
designated 
creamtion area

internment 
charge $4,000 
(lowering, tent, 
flowers in 
perpetuity, etc)

executive sales 
director 
handles all 
sales Open

Clover Hill Park (Non-
Member) 2426 E. Fourteen Mile Birmingham Private Non-Member  $              3,000 Open

Royal Oak Cemetary Royal Oak Public 248-246-3300

Deann Morris 
(DPS/Recreation 

Clerk) N/A No N/A N/A N/A No Policy In House In House
Didn't 
Respond

Ottawa Park 6180 Dixie Hwy Pontiac Public 248-623-7705
Melissa 

60-80 No N/A
Didn't 
Respond

Oak Hill 216 University Dr Pontiac Public 248-623-7705
Melissa 

~ 200 Yes N/A
Didn't 
Respond

Southfield 
Civic Center Dr. 
between Lasher/ Berg Southfield Public 248-796-4630

John Thompson/ 
Kevin Frantz

10 Yes 1,000 300 N/A  $                 960 No Policy In House In House Open

Highland (Resident) Highland Twp Public 248-887-6700

Mike Willenburg

13.35 No 6600 337 1,937 Resident  $                 500 

up to 4 for 
cremationed 
remains per plot 
or 1 burrial and 3 
remains on top Mike Willenburg

Mike 
Willenburg Open

Highland (Non-
Resident) Highland Twp Public Non-Resident  $              1,000 Open



West Highland 
(Resident) Highland Twp Public 248-887-6700

Mike Willenburg 
(Sexton) Tammy 

(Clerk)

3.75 Yes 2750 (1234) 297 1,219 Resident  $                 500 

up to 4 for 
cremationed 
remains per plot 
or 1 burrial and 3 
remains on top Mike Willenburg

Mike 
Willenburg Open

West Highland (Non-
Resident) Highland Twp Public Non-Resident  $              1,050 Open

Crescent Hills 
(Resident)

Waterford 
Twp Public 248-618-7437

Mary

10.67 No                                           2,964                                          1,364                       1,600 Resident  $                 500 

1 traditional 
burial with 1 
additional 
"cremains" Internal Staff Internal Staff Open

Crescent Hills (Non-
Resident)

Waterford 
Twp Public Non-Resident  $              1,050 Open

Waterford (Resident)
Waterford 
Twp Public 248-618-7437

Mary

2.37 In Process                                               945                                                26                          919 Resident  $                 500 

1 traditional 
burial with 1 
additional 
"cremains" Internal Staff Internal Staff Open

Waterford (Resident)
Waterford 
Twp Public Non-Resident  $              1,050 Open

Drayton Plains 
(Resident)

Waterford 
Twp Public 248-618-7437

Mary

4.98 In Process                                           1,921                                             673                       1,248 Resident  $                 500 

1 traditional 
burial with 1 
additional 
"cremains" Internal Staff Internal Staff Open

Drayton Plains (Non-
Resident)

Waterford 
Twp Public Non-Resident  $              1,050 Open

Van Hoosen Jones - 
Stoney Creek 
(Resident) Tienken & Sheldon

Rochester 
Hills Public 248-652-4713

Calvin Leach (Sexton) 
Laura Douglas 
(Records Clerk)

16.8 No 12,237 7,618 4,619 Resident  $                 750 

Traditional burial 
section: 4 
cremains per 
space  Traditional 
burial section w/ 
traditional burial: 
2 cremains on top

Calvin Leach 
(internal staff) Calvin Leach Open

Van Hoosen Jones - 
Stoney Creek (Non-
Resident) Tienken & Sheldon

Rochester 
Hills Public Non-Resident  $              1,100 Open

Oakwood (Resident) Farmington Public 248-474-5500
Jen/ Chuck Shute 

(Dps) 6.7 No 850 No Plots Left only crypts 7 crypts Resident  $              5,000 N/A DPW Clerks Closed
Oakwood (Non-
Resident) Farmington Public No Plots Left only crypts Non-Resident  $              9,000 Closed
Novi 25755 Novi Rd Novi Public 248-735-5611 Jeff Muck 2.4 No 948 No Plots Left 0  $                    -   N/A N/A N/A Closed
Knapp 43005 Nine Mile Rd Novi Public 248-735-5611 Jeff Muck 0.5 No 87 No Plots Left 0  $                    -   N/A N/A N/A Closed

North Farmington Farmington Private 248-887-6700
Mike Willenburg

 $                 800 

1 grave plus 2 
cremains or 3 
cremains Mike Willenburg

Mike 
Willenburg Open

Mount Avon (Flush 
Marker Area Space) Rochester Public 248-651-90610

Jessica Wawrzynski
Yes

Flush Marker Area 
Space  $              1,000 Open

Mount Avon 
(Monument Area 
Space) Rochester Public

Monument Area 
Space  $              2,000 Open



Row Labels Sum of Price Per Plot
Private

Open
Franklin (Traditional Area) 3,500$                                
Clover Hill Park (Non-Member) 3,000$                                
Oakview 2,595$                                
Franklin (Noah Hill) 2,500$                                
Clover Hill Park (Member) 2,500$                                
North Farmington 800$                                   

Public
Open

Mount Avon (Monument Area Space) 2,000$                                
Waterford (Resident) 1,550$                                
Van Hoosen Jones - Stoney Creek (Non-Resident) 1,100$                                
West Highland (Non-Resident) 1,050$                                
Drayton Plains (Non-Resident) 1,050$                                
Crescent Hills (Non-Resident) 1,050$                                
Highland (Non-Resident) 1,000$                                
Mount Avon (Flush Marker Area Space) 1,000$                                
Southfield 960$                                   
Van Hoosen Jones - Stoney Creek (Resident) 750$                                   
Crescent Hills (Resident) 500$                                   
Drayton Plains (Resident) 500$                                   
Highland (Resident) 500$                                   
West Highland (Resident) 500$                                   

Grand Total 28,405$                             

$3,500 

$3,000 
$2,595 $2,500 $2,500 

$800 

$2,000 

$1,550 

$1,100 $1,050 $1,050 $1,050 $1,000 $1,000 $960 
$750 

$500 $500 $500 $500 
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GREENWOOD CEMETERY ADVISORY BOARD  

MEETING MINUTES 
FRIDAY, AUGUST 16, 2019 AT 8:30 AM 

MUNICIPAL BUILDING, ROOM 205, 151 MARTIN  
 
I. CALL TO ORDER 

Chairperson Gehringer called the meeting to order at 8:30 a.m. 
 

II. ROLL CALL 
Present:  Linda Buchanan, Vice Chairwoman 

Darlene Gehringer, Chairwoman 
Linda Peterson 
Laura Schreiner  

   Margaret Suter 
Absent:  Kevin Desmond 
   George Stern  
Administration:  Administrative Transcriptionist, Verna Chapman and James Gallagher, Asst. 

to the City Manager 
 

III.      APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
A. Approval of meeting minutes of June 7, 2019 
 
MOTION: Motion by Margaret Suter, seconded by Linda Buchanan: 
To approve the minutes of June 7, 2019 as corrected: 

● Page 3, Ms. Schreiner’s comment was amended. 
● Page 3, Amended to include Ms. Genringer’s comment. 
● Page 5, Amended to replace the word mom with mother. 
● Page 7, Corrected by removing end parenthesis. 
● Page 7, Corrected by removing a duplicate “nay”. 
● Page 8, Amended to replace Advisor Schreiner with Mrs. Schreiner. 

 
 VOTE:  Ayes, 5 
  Nays,  0 
  Absent, 2 
 
IV. NEW BUSINESS 

A. Election of Chairperson 
Chairperson Gehringer opened the floor to nominations for Chairperson. 
Nominated by Margaret Suter, seconded by Laura Schreiner 
To elect Darlene Gehringer chairperson of Greenwood Cemetery Advisory Board for one one-year 
term. 

 
VOTE:  Ayes,    5 
  Nays,    0 
 Absent,   2 
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B. Election of Vice Chairperson 
Chairperson Gehringer opened the floor to nominations for Vice Chairperson. 
Nominated by Margeret Suter, and seconded by Linda Peterson 
To elect Linda Buchanan as Vice Chairman of the Greenwood Cemetery Advisory Board for one 
one-year term. 
 
 VOTE:  Ayes,    5 

  Nays,    0 
 Absent,   2 

 
Ms. Peterson asked if there is a rule that governs attendance of board members; if so, how is it 
applied. 
 
Ms. Gehringer referred the question to City Clerk Mynsberge (in absentia) who tracks the 
attendance of board members. 
 
C. Approval of Request for Proposals (RFP) for Ground Penetrating Radar of 

Greenwood Cemetery. 
Assistant to the City Manager Gallagher presented this item. 
 
Chairperson Gehringer asked if the liability insurance of $1,000,000.00, professional liability, and 
pollution liability of $1,000,000.00, and owners/contractors protective liability of $3,000,000.00 
per occurrence was excessive. 
 
Margaret Suter expressed that it is probably standard language to meet the City’s requirements 
and advised the board to accept the limits outlined in the RFP.  She went on to say that the board 
should only want to consider good solid companies that are not affected by the RFP requirements. 
 
Laura Schreiner agreed with Ms. Suter and asked for a response from the City. 
 
Assistant City Manager Gallagher stated that the language used was boilerplate language 
approved by the City’s legal department to be used with any request for proposal. He further 
stated that pollution control and professional liability insurance limits could change depending on 
the type of service that would be provided.  Mr. Gallagher agreed to verify the proposed limits. 
 
Chairperson Gehringer referred to the City Clerk to review the limits and determine if adjustments 
should be made.  She expressed that she does not want the bid to fail because insurance limits 
were a factor. 
 
Linda Buchanan asked how long would the RFP stay out for bid.   
 
Margaret Suter noted that there were no dates on any of the documents presented in the 
proposed request for approval. 
 
Chairman Gehringer suggested that a 30-day period be used for bid submittals. 
 
Laura Schreiner asked what the board did the last time it had an RFP out for bid.  She also 
reminded everyone that time must be allowed for the selection to go through this board, the 
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planning board, and the city commission.  She also suggested a “no later than” date be set to 
allow for the project award and commencement by the spring thaw of 2020.  
 
Linda Buchanan and Chairperson Gehringer thought that previous request for proposals had been 
out for bid for 30 days.  However, Ms. Buchanan felt that that the date for contract execution 
should be expressed as “TBD”, because of the variables involved. 
 
The board agreed with the chairperson by consensus that: 

● Contract execution would be 14 days after contractor selection.  
● Project commencement would be scheduled for April 2020.  
● Project completion would be set for May 2020.  

 
MOTION: Motion by Ms. Suter, seconded by Ms. Peterson 
To recommend approval of the Request for Proposal for the Ground Penetrating Radar of 
Greenwood Cemetery as revised. 
 

VOTE:  Ayes,    5 
  Nays,    0 
 Absent,   2 

 
D. Evaluation and Recommendation to City Commission: 

1. Market Pricing for Cemetery Plots 
Assistant to the City Manager Gallagher presented this item.  

a. Laura Schreiner asked if there was feedback from Ms. Arcome as to whether or not 
potential purchasers chose not to buy at Greenwood when price was a factor. 

b. There was no data available to support any input from Ms. Arcome. 
c. Based on the data presented comparing regional cemetery pricing, the board 

concluded that the current pricing at Greenwood was fair and reasonable. 
 

MOTION: Motion by Ms. Schreiner, seconded by Vice Chairperson Buchanan 
To recommend, based on the data presented, that the City Commission keep pricing for 
cemetery plots at $3,000.00 per plot. 

 
VOTE:  Ayes,    5 
  Nays,    0 
 Absent,   2 

 
2. Future of Sales in Sections B and C 
Linda Buchanan gave a brief overview of what occurred at the City Commission meeting of 
July 08, 2019.  Margaret Suter, Laura Schreiner, and George Stern also attended. 

● Prior to this meeting, the GCAB recommended selling 60 plots in Sections B and C, 
stopping at 300, conducting a reanalysis of sales at 270. 

● There was hesitation from the Commission with respect to selling in Section B. 
● Ms. Buchanan was in favor of revisiting the analysis and maybe only releasing plots in 

Section C.  She also felt that the situation could be re-evaluated at any time and more 
plots could be released for sale at a later date. 

● The GCAB recommended that the City Commission be prudent in making sure there 
are plots available for future purchases. 
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● Ms. Shreiner reminded the board that this decision had to go through the GCAB cycle 
and the City Commission. 

● Ms. Suter expressed that if the cemetery fills up, Section B may be revisited.  The 
focus should be on Section C and the other remaining sections. 

● Commissioner Hoff commented there were 57 plots in other sections of the cemetery 
that should be sold before selling in Section B and C.  No one could affirm that number. 

● Section A was designated pure historical and there are no plots available for sale. 
● There are many Birmingham pioneers in Section B, suggesting it is historical as well. 
● Approximately, 206 plots have been sold in Section B. 
● It was noted that overall sales have slowed down to a normal pace at this time. 

  
 MOTION: Motion by Vice Chairman Buchanan, seconded by Ms. Peterson 

To recommend for the City Commission approval that sales in Section B be suspended 
and 30 plots in Section C be released for sale. 
 
VOTE:  Ayes,    5 
  Nays,    0 
 Absent,   2 

 
V. UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
Items under Unfinished Business will be presented as a status update to the Board and may not 
require action at this time. 

A. Finalization of Master Plan/Historical Collaboration Priority List 
Chairperson Gehringer presented a list of Master Plan/Collaborative Preservation Projects from 
the City Commission and the Greenwood Cemetery Advisory Board prioritized the list as follows: 

1. Ground Penetrating Radar Services (in process) 
2. Potter Field (in progress) 
3. Digitizing and Mapping Cemetery Records (in process) 
4. Match Cemetery Records with Headstones 
5. Historic Headstone Inventory 
6. Update Greenwood  
7. Alternate Sources of Revenue 
8. Review Contract with Elmwood 
9. Long-term financial status 
10. Maintenance and Landscaping 

 
MOTION:  Motion by Ms. Suter, seconded by Ms. Peterson: 
To recommend the removal of Columbaria from the Finalization of Master Plan/Historical 
Collaboration Priority List. 

 
VOTE:  Ayes,    5 

  Nays,    0 
  Absent,   2 
 

MOTION:  Motion by Vice Chair Buchanan, seconded Ms. Peterson 
To recommend the Finalized Master Plan/Historical Collaboration Priority List as revised. 
 
 



 

5  August 16, 2019 
 

VOTE:  Ayes,    5 
  Nays,    0 
  Absent,   2 

 
VI. FINANCIAL REPORT   

 
VII. OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FOR MATTERS NOT ON THE AGENDA 

 
VIII. BOARD COMMENTS 
● Ms. Buchanan noted that at the July 8, 2019 City Commission meeting, the commission 

had information that the Greenwood Cemetery Advisory Board did not have.   
● Ms. Suter would like to see the GCAB copied on all information that the City Commission 

receives regarding the Cemetery. 
 
IX. ADJOURN 

The meeting adjourned at 10:46 a.m. 
 
NEXT MEETING:  OCTOBER 4, 2019   
 
 
____________________________________                                                             
Cheryl Arft, Acting City Clerk/vc 
 
Greenwood Cemetery Advisory Board: 
The powers and duties of the Greenwood Cemetery Advisory Board is to provide the following 
recommendations to the City Commission:    

1. Modifications:   As to modifications of the rules and regulations governing Greenwood Cemetery. 
2. Capital Improvements:   As to what capital improvements should be made to the cemetery. 
3. Future Demands:   As to how to respond to future demands for cemetery services. 

Section 34-30 (g) of the Birmingham City Code 
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Cemeteries plot their future as cremation becomes the norm
KIRK PINHO  

Mt. Elliott Cemeteries

Mt. Olivet Cemetery is Detroit’s largest, built in 1888 on over 300 acres.

If you die in the next 20 years, the chances are good that you're going to be cremated.

Data from the National Funeral Home Association says that by 2040 in Michigan, 83.6 percent of
the people who die will be cremated, compared to 47.3 percent in 2010. And according to the
NFHA, the median cost for a cremation funeral with an urn is $6,645, compared to $9,135 for a
funeral with a burial, including the cost of the casket and the burial vault.

That's causing cemeteries and funeral homes to search for new revenue streams.

"It does affect cash flow," said Bert Edquist of Mission Hills Memorial Gardens in Niles in southwest
Michigan. "But also it gives you the opportunity to make more burials because you're using smaller
spaces for the cremation burials. Your land is producing more income, but you're not getting that
income as quickly as you did before. Basically it's going to make the cemeteries last longer."

Much of the equation comes down to simple real estate. According to Lawrence Sloane, who is
director of Elmwood Cemetery in Detroit and runs Albany, N.Y.-based L. F. Sloane Consulting
Group Inc., the average plot for an urn burial is 4 to 6 square feet, whereas a plot for a casket is 24
to 40 square feet. And in general, the smaller the plot, the lower the cost.

Kirk Pinho/Crain's Detroit Business

Elmwood Cemetery is the oldest continuously operating, nondenominational cemetery in Detroit.

In addition, an accepted industry standard is that only about 25 percent of cremated remains end
up in cemeteries at all, with the rest kept on mantles or scattered at favorite and sentimental spots
as just some examples, Sloane said.

Translation: Even less revenue for cemeteries.
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"Cemeteries have to work to present themselves as relevant places to remember your loved ones,"
Sloane said of the impending cremation surge, which has been caused by a host of factors.

Among them: environmental concerns with things like embalming and other factors; more
geographically diverse families; greater religious acceptance of the practice, as well as a general
shift away from organized religion overall; and economics.

"Can that (cremation trend) change? Sure," said Leonard Turowski, a fourth-generation funeral
home owner with operations in Livonia and Canton Township. "Forever and ever, it was always
strictly burials and then all of a sudden cremation came in and maybe it can change going forward.
It is especially challenging for cemetery owners."

Kirk Pinho/Crain's Detroit Business

Mt. Elliott Cemetery in Detroit was consecrated in 1841 — just four years after Michigan became the 26th state.

To make up the revenue lost from the more expensive casket burials and selling larger plots of land
for them, cemeteries have had to get creative, said Michael Chilcote, general manager and COO of
the nonprofit Mt. Elliott Cemeteries, which oversees the Mt. Elliott and Mt. Olivet cemeteries in
Detroit as well as Resurrection Cemetery in Clinton Township, All Saints Cemetery and The
Preserve at All Saints in Waterford Township and Guardian Angel Cemetery in Rochester.

That includes things like cremation gardens, cremation niches, small buildings for up to 20 sets of
cremated remains, cremation benches and other such memorials. All those help make up for lost
burial plot revenue.

"There are a lot of different ways you can accommodate a cremation space," Chilcote said. "Really
the cremation trend has opened up a lot of innovation — the only thing is getting information to the
public about what their options are."

Mt. Elliott Cemeteries

Mt. Olivet cremation garden

Not only is that revenue helpful in the short term, but it also provides a lasting benefit.

David Harns, interim communications director for the Michigan Department of Licensing and
Regulatory Affairs, said there are just over 200 cemeteries — 105 greater than 10 acres and 96
under 10 acres — that are required to have so-called perpetual care funds, which are trusts that
ensure the upkeep of the cemetery property after the last burial plots are sold.

Under Public Act 251 of 1968, 15 percent of burial, entombment and columbarium rights sold are
deposited into the cemetery's perpetual care fund; only interest and dividends from those funds can
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be used and they are set up for the long-term care of the property.

But Sloane says the funds overall are not well-funded enough.

"That was not adequate and there are very few cemeteries in Michigan that are properly funded,"
he said. "Seven hundred have already been given back to municipalities. Very few were actually
built by cities; they just went bankrupt and the cities took them over."

Larry Michael, vice president of Midwest operations for Houston-based Park Lawn Corp., which
owns and manages 28 cemeteries in Michigan, said the cremation increase has been felt in those
funds.

"States have these because at some point, when there is no more revenue coming in because
there is nothing left to sell, there is this fund," Michael said. "With cremation rates growing, that has
impacted it. But every internment right has a percentage, a cremation has a percentage that goes
into a perpetual care fund. So some cemeteries, the funds may have actually increased, depending
on the product they've been selling."

According to the Michigan Department of Community Health, pre-COVID-19, the state averaged
8,201 deaths per month between January 2019 and February 2020, although that figure during the
pandemic has increased to an average of 8,924 per month, with a high of 13,049 deaths in April
and 5,399 reported in September.

And Chilcote said it's unlikely that new, sprawling cemeteries — akin to the 300-acre Resurrection
Cemetery in Clinton Township — will be developed regularly in the future given the cremation trend.
Some of the newer ones are Glen Eden East, developed in 2004 along 26 Mile Road in Macomb
Township; the federal Great Lakes National Cemetery in Holly, established in 2005; and Guardian
Angel Cemetery in Rochester, developed in 2003 by Mt. Elliott Cemetery Association.

"Those days of 300-acre cemeteries are done," he said.

Inline Play
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MEMORANDUM 
 

City Clerk’s Office 
 
DATE:   January 29, 2021 
 
TO:   Greenwood Cemetery Advisory Board  
 
FROM:  Alexandria Bingham, City Clerk 
 
SUBJECT: Review of Cemetery Regulations and Procedures 
 
 
INTRODUCTION:  

• At the last Greenwood Cemetery Board Meeting board member Pam DeWeese suggested 
reviewing the current rules and regulations and how that information is distributed to the 
visitors and owners of space at Greenwood Cemetery. 

 
BACKGROUND: 
In October 1971 the City formalized rules and regulations for Greenwood Cemetery since then 
the document has been reviewed and amended several times.  

o 1971 Resolution # 1434-71 
o 1984 Resolution # 02-97-84 
o 2009 Resolution # 02-52-09 
o 2012 – A revision was adopted in regards to the number of cremated remains 

allowed in a grave 
o 2015 – Lot resale and various other wording changes throughout the document 

were approved 
o 2017 – Addressing F-North Monuments 
o 2019 – Payment Plans Discontinued 

PROCESS 
1. Review our Rules – Each board member will review the Greenwood Rules and Regulations 

Document 
o Take note of 

 Which rules and regulations meet Greenwood’s needs 
 Which rules and regulations need to be adjusted to fit current needs 
 If suggesting a change what would be the pros and cons of the change 
 How should these expectations and rules be communicated and enforced? 

2. The Greenwood Cemetery Advisory Board could decide to compare our regulations with 
other examples of other cemetery rules and regulations.  

3. Greenwood Board Members should propose changes and weigh the benefits of those 
changes.  

4. The City Clerk will provide the proposed changes to the City’s legal counsel for review. 
5. The GCAB members will consider the recommendations by legal counsel and will go 

through the revision process until all concerns are resolved.  
6. GCAB will direct the Clerk to send their final recommendation to the City Commission.  

 
LEGAL REVIEW:  

• None at this time.  
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FISCAL IMPACT:  

• None 
 
 
ATTACHMENTS:   

• The current Greenwood Cemetery Rules and Regulations 
• History of Greenwood Cemetery Rules and Regulations 
• Worksheet to consider changes to the Greenwood Rules and Regulations 

 
SUGGESTED RESOLUTION: 

• For the Greenwood Cemetery Advisory Board Members to review the cemetery’s rules and 
regulations and bring suggestions for revision to the next GCAB meeting.  
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CITY OF BIRMINGHAM 
GREENWOOD CEMETERY OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES, 

CONDITIONS AND REGULATIONS 
 
 
I. DEFINITIONS: 
 
The following words and phrases, for the purposes of these sections, have the meanings 
respectively ascribed to them, except in those instances where the context clearly 
indicates a different meaning. 
 
a. “Cemetery” shall mean Greenwood Cemetery. 
 
b. “Superintendent” shall mean the City Manager or his/her designee. 
 
c. “Marker” shall mean a stone or object denoting the location of a grave and which 

does not exceed eighteen (18) inches in height, sixteen (16) inches in width, and 
twenty-four (24) inches in length. 

 
d. “Monument” shall denote a memorial stone or object of a size in excess of that 

of a marker. 
 
e. “Permanent outside container” shall be a container which encloses a casket.  The 

following are considered permanent outside containers: concrete boxes, 
concrete, copper or steel burial vaults. 

 
f. “Department” shall mean the Department of Public Services. 
 
g. “Memorial” shall mean monuments or markers. 
 
 
II. CONDUCT OF PERSONS 
 
Every person entering the cemetery shall be responsible for any damage caused by such 
person while within the cemetery.  No person under eighteen years of age shall enter 
the cemetery grounds unless accompanied by an adult responsible for his/her conduct, 
or unless permission has been granted by the Superintendent. 
 
No person shall: 
 
a. Enter the cemetery except through an established gate, and only during the 

hours from 8:00 A.M. to sundown. 
 
b. Deposit or leave rubbish and debris on any part of the cemetery grounds. 
 
c. Pick, mutilate, remove, or destroy any living plants or parts thereof, whether wild 

or domestic, on the cemetery grounds, except in the work of maintenance by 
City employees or its designated contractor. 
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d. Break, injure, remove, or deface any monument or marker on the cemetery 
grounds. 

 
e. Bring any dog or animal into the cemetery grounds, unless in compliance with 

applicable leash law.   
 
f. Bring or discharge any firearm on the cemetery grounds, except in the conduct 

of military funerals. 
 
g. Carry intoxicants into the cemetery grounds, or consume such while in the 

cemetery. 
 
h. Advertise on cemetery grounds unless permitted by the City. 
 
i. Conduct her/himself in any other than a quiet and respectful manner while on 

the cemetery grounds. 
 
 
III. TRAFFIC REGULATIONS 
 
All traffic laws of the City of Birmingham that are applicable to the operation of vehicles 
in cemeteries shall be strictly observed.  Every person driving a vehicle into the 
cemetery shall be responsible for any damage caused by such vehicle. 
 
No person shall: 
 
a. Drive a vehicle within the cemetery at a speed in excess of ten (10) miles per 

hour. 
 
b. Drive or park a vehicle on other than established driveways except for the 

purpose of maintenance or construction. 
 
c. Turn a vehicle around within the cemetery except by following established 

driveways. 
 
d. Use a cemetery driveway as a public thoroughfare. 
 
 
IV. MAINTENANCE AND PERPETUAL CARE 
 
The City and/or its designated Contractor shall be responsible for the maintenance and 
repair of the driveways, buildings, water system, drainage and fences.  The City and/or 
its designated Contractor shall also cut and maintain the grass areas, remove the leaves, 
trim and remove trees and shrubs, apply fertilizer as necessary, and in general maintain 
the cemetery as a place of natural beauty devoted to the burial of the dead. 
 
The City and/or its designated Contractor shall not be responsible for any special care of 
any particular section, lot or burial space or for the maintenance or repair of any 
monument, marker or planting placed by the owner.  Further, the City and/or its 
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designated Contractor shall not contract or agree to give special care to any section, lot 
or burial space except as above provided.  The City shall maintain the integrity of 
damaged historical markers, prior to January 1, 1875, through the perpetual care fund.   
 
 
V. OPERATIONAL REGULATIONS   
 
The following operational regulations shall apply to all areas within the cemetery: 
 
a. Corners of all lots will be marked by the City, or its designated contractor, with 

permanent markers set flush with the ground surface, and these shall not be 
disturbed. 

 
b. The erection of any fence, railing, wall, coping, curbing, trellis, or embankment, 

or the planting of any hedge, on any lot or grave is prohibited.  No cutting of 
paths shall be permitted. 

 
c. The City, or its designated contractor, shall have the right to remove from any lot 

any objects, including trees and shrubs and flower pots that are not in keeping 
with the appearance of the cemetery. 

 
d. Ironwork, seats, vases, and planters shall be allowed on lots, providing that the 

same shall be kept in good repair and well painted.  If not kept in good repair 
and painted, the Superintendent shall have power and authority to remove same 
from cemetery, and shall not be liable for any such removal. 

 
e. Planters of iron or granite for the planting of flowers will be removed from lots 

and put in storage if not filled by July 1st.  Planters so removed will be sold for 
cartage and storage charges, or destroyed, if not claimed within a period of one 
year. 

 
f. No person shall plant, cut down, remove, or trim any tree, shrub, or plant within 

the cemetery except by permission of the Superintendent, or a person authorized 
by him/her to act in his/her stead in matters pertaining to the cemetery. 

 
g. The planting of flowers on any lot, or otherwise disturbing the sod, shall release 

the City or its designated contractor from all obligation to resod without extra 
charge therefore.  The planting of spirea, rose bushes, peonies, or shrubs that 
grow over three feet in height, will not be permitted. 

 
h. As soon as flowers, floral pieces, potted plants, flags, emblems, etc., used at 

funerals or placed on grave at other times, become unsightly or faded, they will 
be removed, and no responsibility for their protection will be assumed, except for 
special groups upon notification to the City or its designated contractor. 

 
i. The Superintendent reserves the right to remove from beds, graves, vases, 

planters, or other containers, all flowers, potted plants, or other decorations, that 
are set out and then not kept properly watered, trimmed and free from weeds, 
and to do so as soon as they become objectionable. 
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VI. MONUMENTS, GRAVE MARKERS AND FOUNDATIONS  
 
MONUMENTS  
 
Monuments will be permitted only on two adjoining side by side graves under one 
ownership.  No more than one monument shall be erected on any lot. 
 
The erection of all monuments shall be subject to the following conditions: 
 
a. Each monument shall be supported on a concrete foundation not smaller than 

the base of the monument it supports.  Such foundation shall be constructed 
only by the City or its designated contractor after payment therefore has been 
made.  Foundations will be installed April to November, weather dependent, as 
determined by the Superintendent.  Requests received after November 1st will be 
held until conditions allow for installation.  

 
b. Designs for monuments must be submitted to the Superintendent or to a person 

designated by him/her to act in his/her stead, when application is made for 
construction of foundations.  A form with the size, material and design must be 
submitted to the City or its designated contractor for approval and all installation 
fees must be paid in full prior to delivery of the memorial.  

 
c. No monument of artificial stone, sandstone, limestone, or soapstone will be 

permitted. 
 
d. All contractors and workers engaged in setting monuments shall be under the 

supervision of the Superintendent or a person designated by him/her, and they 
will be held responsible for any damage resulting from their negligence or 
carelessness.  No work of setting monuments shall be started that cannot be 
completed by the end of the day following the start of such work. 

 
e. No monuments shall be allowed in the flush sections. 
 
MARKERS 
 
a. Markers shall not exceed 1 ½ feet in height and shall have a minimum horizontal 

dimension at the base of not less than half of the height.  All markers shall be in 
one piece, and shall be dressed on the bottom at right angles to the vertical axis.  
These measurements do not apply to government issue markers.  

 
b. Individual markers can be sod set without a concrete foundation. 
 
c. A form with the size, material and design must be submitted to the City or its 

designated contractor for approval and all installation fees must be paid in full 
prior to delivery of the memorial.  Installation will not occur between November 
1st and March 31st unless weather permits. 
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FLUSH MEMORIAL SECTION – AREAS PLOTTED AFTER JANUARY 1, 2015 
 
a. On grave spaces in Sections B, C, D, K, L, and O, all memorials on new lots 

plotted after January 1, 2015, must be installed at lawn level.  Memorials can be 
individual markers measuring 24” x 12” x 4” or 16” x 24” x 4” or companion 
memorials over two (2) graves measuring 48” x 12” x 4”.  

 
b. The memorials must be made of acceptable bronze or granite material and set at 

lawn level. 
 
c. A form with the size, material and design must be submitted to the City or its 

designated contractor for approval and all installation fees must be paid in full 
prior to delivery of the memorial.  Installation will not occur between November 
1st and March 31st unless weather permits. 

 
 
VII. FUNERALS, INTERMENTS AND DISINTERMENTS 
 
INTERMENTS 
 
No lot or burial space shall be used for any purpose other than the interment of human 
remains and the erection of appropriate memorials to the dead. 
 
No interment shall be made in Greenwood Cemetery until a proper burial permit has 
been issued, and until all other legally required permits have been issued by, and filed 
with, the proper authorities. 
 
City personnel, or its designated contractor, will provide opening and closing of grave, 
initial and periodic maintenance only, and will not be responsible for handling and 
lowering vaults or caskets.  Tents, lowering devices and other materials shall be 
furnished by the funeral director or vault company. 
 
No grave shall be dug closer than six (6) inches from the line of any lot. 
 
In all full burial interments, the casket shall be enclosed in a permanent outside 
container.  Such outside container shall be installed by the funeral director, vault 
company, or the City’s designated contractor.   
 
In all interments of cremated remains, the container shall be installed by the City, its 
designated contractor, funeral director or vault company.  The size of the container 
must be submitted with the request for burial. 
 
All funerals within the cemetery shall be under the supervision of the City or its 
designated contractor.  No burials are to be made on Sunday or legal holidays, except 
by permission of the Superintendent.  Overtime charges will apply. 
 
The City must be notified through the City Clerk or its designated contractor, of the time 
and exact location of proposed interments in time to allow not less than ten (10) hours 
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of daylight to prepare the grave.  If notification occurs less than 10 hours of daylight 
prior to burial, overtime charges will apply.   
 
Interments that involve preparation or follow-up work during other than regular working 
hours will be done at an additional charge for the overtime portion of the time required. 
The maximum charge shall not exceed the normal charges plus the weekend/holiday 
fee.  This fee is in addition to the normal interment or disinterment fee charged during 
regular working hours.   
 
Interments of the remains of any persons other than the owner or an immediate 
member of his/her family will be permitted only after the written consent of the owner 
or the owner’s authorized agent has been filed with the City Clerk or the City’s 
designated contractor.  In case of a minor being the owner, the guardian may give 
consent upon proof of this authority to act. 
 
Only one (1) interment in any one grave space shall be permitted, except in the case of 
a parent and infant child, two (2) children dying at about the same time, or in such 
other unusual cases as it shall seem to the Superintendent to be proper under the 
circumstances.  Such interments shall adhere to Section VIII  Burial Rights Policy. 
 
Up to two cremated remains may be placed in the same space if the owner of the grave 
space or his/her heirs purchase the right to such inurnments.  Should the owner permit 
the burial of such cremated remains, only one additional memorial shall be permitted on 
the grave space and such memorial shall not be larger than 24 x 12 x 4 inches and 
installed at lawn level.  Up to three (3) cremated remains (only) may be placed on a 
single grave space. 
 
DISINTERMENTS 
 
Disinterment of a burial shall be facilitated by a Michigan licensed funeral director.  Said 
funeral director shall obtain a permit for such removal from the local health officer of 
Oakland County.  Said funeral director shall complete the removal form as required by 
the City or its designated contractor.  Disinterment shall not commence until after 
issuance of the Oakland County permit is presented to the City or its designated 
contractor, approval for removal is granted by the City or its designated contractor, and 
all applicable fees are paid.  Such disinterments shall only be scheduled between June 
15th and October 15th each year unless approved by the City.  The grave space where 
the disinterment occurred shall immediately be returned to a safe condition. 
 
 
VIII. BURIAL RIGHTS POLICY 
 
Lots purchased from the City after October 1, 2014:  

Full grave   
One casketed remains and two cremated remains 
- or - 
Up to three cremated remains 

Cremation grave 
3 x 2 feet  one cremated remains 
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3 x 4 feet two cremated remains 
 
Lots purchased prior to October 1, 2014: 

Full grave 
One burial right per grave (To add a burial right for cremated remains, 
must purchase each additional right of burial in the grave. Up to two 
cremated remains.)        
- or - 
One cremated remains (To add a burial right for cremated remains, must 
purchase each additional right of burial in the grave. Up to two cremated 
remains.)        

 
 
IX. LOT SALES – PAYMENT PLAN POLICY 
 
1. A payment agreement may be entered into to allow for the purchase price of 
a plot(s) to be paid over a period of time not to exceed 24 months and the 
period provided to cure a default. A copy of this Payment Plan Policy shall be 
attached to all installment payment agreements and shall be provided to the 
Purchaser. 
 
2. Payment agreements require a 20% down payment of the total purchase 
price, with the remaining balance to be spread into equal monthly payments for the 
payment period. Such payment agreements shall be interest free. There shall be no 
prepayment penalty to the Purchaser. 
 
3. A plot(s) being purchased under a payment agreement may not be used for 
interment until the full purchase price of the plot(s) has been paid. The Purchaser may 
apply all payments made on the plan to the plot(s) needed for burial. Should this 
application of funds to the burial plot reduce the balance in the Purchaser’s account 
below 20% of the value of the remaining plots, the Purchaser shall be given a grace 
period of up to six months to repay the 20% deposit on the remaining plot(s). 

4. In the event a Purchaser fails to make an installment payment, the Purchaser 
shall have 90 days from the default to cure the deficiency and bring the payments 
current. 
 
5. For purchase agreements initiated after January 14, 2019, failure to pay the 
entire contract on or before the final payment due date and the cure period will 
result in forfeiture of the unpaid plot(s) and 50% of all monies paid to date. If enough 
money is on account to completely pay for a plot(s), the Purchaser shall have the option 
to purchase said plot(s) with those available funds. Fifty percent of the remaining funds 
on account and any plots not paid in full shall be forfeited. 
 
 
X. LOT RESALE POLICY  
 
All graves sold by the City after October 1, 2014 can only be returned to the 
City.  Such graves cannot be transferred from the original purchaser to an unrelated 
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third party.  Graves can only be transferred to family according to the Rules of 
Consanguinity with supporting genealogical documentation.  
 
All graves returned to the City shall receive 50% of the original purchase price from the 
Greenwood Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund.  Upon return of the graves, the City 
may resell the graves.   
 
(For the purpose this policy, immediate family shall mean the immediate family of the 
purchaser(s) – spouse, children, grandchildren, parents, siblings, nieces/nephews, 
grandparents, aunts/uncles, step-children.) 
 
XI. SCHEDULE OF FEES AND CHARGES 
 
Fees and other charges are as set forth in the Schedule of Fees, Charges, Bonds and 
Insurance. 
 
 
 
XII. REVISIONS 
 
The obligations of the City as herein set forth may, from time to time, be modified by 
the Birmingham City Commission. 
 
• October 18, 1971 Resolution No. 1434-71 
• February 13, 1984 Resolution No. 02-97-84 
• February 23, 2009 Resolution No. 02-52-09 
• December 17, 2012 Resolution No. 12-356-12 
• August 10, 2015 Resolution No. 08-174-15  
• March 27, 2017 Resolution No. 03-82-17 (and confirmed by Greenwood Cemetery Advisory 

Board on May 5, 2017). 
• January 14, 2019  Resolution No. 01-011-19 



HISTORY OF “GREENWOOD CEMETERY OPERATIONAL 
PROCEDURES, CONDITIONS AND REGULATIONS” 

The adopted version of each referenced amendment to the Operational Procedures, Conditions 
and Regulations is attached, followed by the marked-up version delineating the changes. 

2009, February 23 Adopted by City Commission Resolution No. 02-52-09. 

 MAINTENANCE AND PERPETUAL CARE, Page 3: 

 “The City shall not be responsible for any special care of any particular 
section, lot or burial space or for the maintenance or repair of any 
monument, marker or planting placed by the owner. The City shall not 
contract or agree to give special care to any section, lot or burial space 
except as above provided.” 

2012, December 17 Adopted by City Commission Resolution No. 12-356-12. 

 Amendment to “permit the placement of no more than two (2) cremated 
remains in the same space as an internment of casketed remains if the 
owner of the grave space or the owner’s heirs purchase the rights to such 
inurnments.” 

 Unrelated to the maintenance or repair of monuments or markers.  

2015, August 10 Adopted by City Commission Resolution No. 08-174-15. 

 Added definition of “Memorial”.  “’Memorial’ shall mean monuments or 
markers”. 

 Added to MAINTENANCE AND PERPETUAL CARE, Page 3: 

 “The City shall maintain the integrity of damaged historical markers, prior 
to January 1, 1875, through the perpetual care fund.” 

 Many other changes unrelated to the maintenance or repair of 
monuments or markers.  

2017, March 27 Adopted by City Commission Resolution No. 03-82-17. 

 Removed FLUSH MEMORIAL SECTION – F-NORTH ONLY from the 
document. 

 Unrelated to the maintenance or repair of monuments or markers.  

 



2019, January 14 Adopted by City Commission Resolution No. 01-011-19. 

Added Section IX. LOT SALES - PAYMENT PLAN POLICY, and renumbered 
the subsequent three paragraphs accordingly: 
 X. LOT RESALE POLICY 
 XI. SCHEDULE OF FEES AND CHARGES 
 XII. REVISIONS 
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CITY OF BIRMINGHAM 
GREENWOOD CEMETERY OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES, 

CONDITIONS AND REGULATIONS 
 
 
DEFINITIONS: 
 
The following words and phrases, when used, the following sections shall, for 
the purposes of these sections, have the meanings respectively ascribed to 
them, except in those instances where the context clearly indicates a 
different meaning. 
 
a. “Cemetery” shall mean Greenwood Cemetery. 
 
b. “Superintendent” shall mean the City Manager or his designee. 
 
C. “Marker” shall mean a stone or object denoting the location of a grave 

and which does not exceed eighteen (18) inches in height, sixteen 
(16) inches in width, and twenty-four (24) inches in length. 

 
d. “Monument” shall denote a memorial stone or object of a size in 

excess of that of a marker. 
 
e. “Permanent outside container” shall be a container which encloses a 

casket.  The following are considered permanent outside containers: 
concrete boxes, concrete, copper or steel burial vaults. 

 
f. “Department” shall mean the Department of Public Services. 
 
 
CONDUCT OF PERSONS 
 
Every person entering the cemetery shall be responsible for any damage 
caused by such person while within the cemetery.  No person under eighteen 
years of age shall enter the cemetery grounds unless accompanied by an 
adult responsible for his conduct, or unless permission has been granted by 
the Superintendent. 
 
No person shall: 
 
a. Enter the cemetery except through an established gate, and only 

during the hours from 8:00 A.M. to sundown. 
 
b. Deposit or leave rubbish and debris on any part of the cemetery 

grounds. 
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c. Pick, mutilate, remove, or destroy any living plants or parts thereof, 
whether wild or domestic, on the cemetery grounds, except in the 
work of maintenance by City employees. 

 
d. Break, injure, remove, or deface any monument or marker on the 

cemetery grounds. 
 
e. Bring any dog or animal into the cemetery grounds, except by 

permission of the Superintendent. 
 
f. Bring or discharge any firearm on the cemetery grounds, except in the 

conduct of military funerals. 
 
g. Carry any refreshments or intoxicants into the cemetery grounds, or 

consume such while in the cemetery. 
 
h. Use any form of advertising on cemetery grounds. 
 
i. Conduct her/himself in any other than a quiet and respectful manner 

while on the cemetery grounds. 
 
TRAFFIC REGULATIONS 
 
All traffic laws of the City of Birmingham that are applicable to the operation 
of vehicles in cemeteries shall be strictly observed.  Every person driving a 
vehicle into the cemetery shall be responsible for any damage caused by 
such vehicle. 
 
No person shall: 
 
a. Drive a vehicle within the cemetery at a speed in excess of ten (10) 

miles per hour. 
 
b. Drive or park a vehicle on other than established driveways except for 

the purpose of maintenance or construction. 
 
c. Turn a vehicle around within the cemetery except by following 

established driveways. 
 
d. Use a cemetery driveway as a public thoroughfare. 
 
MAINTENANCE AND PERPETUAL CARE 
 
The City shall be responsible for the maintenance and repair of the 
driveways, buildings, water system and fences.  The City shall also cut and 
maintain the grass areas, rake the leaves, trim and remove trees and shrubs, 
apply fertilizer as necessary, and in general maintain the cemetery as a place 
of natural beauty devoted to the burial of the dead. 
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The City shall not be responsible for any special care of any particular 
section, lot or burial space or for the maintenance or repair of any 
monument, marker or planting placed by the owner.  The City shall not 
contract or agree to give special care to any section, lot or burial space 
except as above provided. 
 
MONUMENTS, GRAVE MARKERS AND FOUNDATIONS FOR SAME 
 
Monuments will be permitted only on lots having 90 or more square feet of 
area under one ownership.  No more than one monument shall be erected on 
any lot. 
 
The erection of all monuments and markers shall be subject to the following 
conditions: 
 
a. Each monument or marker shall be supported on a concrete 

foundation not smaller than the base of the monument or marker it 
supports and not less than forty-two (42) inches deep below the 
ground surface.  Such foundation shall be constructed only by the City 
after payment therefore has been made.  Foundations will be poured 
April to November, weather dependent, as determined by the 
Superintendent.  Requests received after November 1st will be held 
until conditions allow for installation.  

 
b. Markers shall not exceed 1 ½ feet in height and shall have a minimum 

horizontal dimension at the base of not less than half of the height.  All 
markers shall be in one piece, and shall be dressed on the bottom at 
right angles to the vertical axis.  These measurements do not apply to 
government issue markers. 

 
c. Designs for monuments or markers must be submitted to the 

Superintendent or to a person designated by him to act in his stead, 
when application is made for construction of foundations. 

 
d. No monument or marker of artificial stone, sandstone, limestone, or 

soapstone will be permitted. 
 
f. All contractors and workmen engaged in setting monuments shall be 

under the supervision of the Superintendent or a person designated by 
him, and they will be held responsible for any damage resulting from 
their negligence or carelessness.  No work of setting monuments or 
markers shall be started that cannot be completed by the end of the 
day following the start of such work. 

 
FLUSH MEMORIAL SECTION - F-NORTH ONLY 
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a. No, structures shall be placed or constructed by anyone other than 
employees of the Department of Public Services in the area of 
Greenwood Cemetery designated as the “Flush Memorial Section”. 

 
b. Bronze or granite markers only, set flush with the turf, will be 

permitted in this section.  No structures which would extend above the 
ground level shall be permitted. 

 
FUNERALS AND INTERMENTS 
 
No lot or burial space shall be used for any purpose other than the interment 
of human remains and the erection of appropriate memorials to the dead. 
 
No interment shall be made in Greenwood Cemetery until a proper burial 
permit has been issued, and until all other legally required permits have been 
issued by, and filed with, the proper authorities. 
 
Department personnel will provide opening and closing of grave, initial and 
periodic maintenance only, and will not be responsible for handling and 
lowering vault or casket.  Tents, lowering devices and other materials shall 
be furnished by the funeral director or vault company. 
 
No grave shall be dug closer than six (6) inches from the line of any lot. 
 
In all full burial interments, the casket shall be enclosed in a permanent 
outside container and shall be installed by the funeral director or vault 
company.   
 
In all interments of cremated remains, the container shall be installed by the 
funeral director or vault company.  The size of the container must be 
submitted with the request for burial. 
 
All funerals within the cemetery shall be under the supervision of the 
Department.  No burials are to be made on Sunday or legal holidays, except 
by permission of the Superintendent.  Overtime charges will apply. 
 
The Department must be notified through the City Clerk, of the time and 
exact location of proposed interments in time to allow not less than ten (10) 
hours of daylight to prepare the grave.  If notification occurs less than 10 
hours of daylight prior to burial, overtime charges will apply. 
 
Interments that involve preparation or follow-up work during other than 
regular working hours will be done at an additional charge for the overtime 
portion of the time required. The maximum charge shall not exceed the 
normal charges plus the weekend/holiday fee. 
 
When it is necessary to prepare for an interment or disinterment (location, 
opening and/or closing), an overtime charge will apply. This fee is in addition 
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to the normal interment or disinterment fee charged during regular working 
hours. 
 
Interments of the remains of any persons other than the owner or an 
immediate member of his family will be permitted only after the written 
consent of the owner or the owner’s authorized agent has been filed with the 
City Clerk.  In case of a minor being the owner, the guardian may give 
consent upon proof of this authority to act. 
 
Only one (1) interment in any one grave space shall be permitted, except in 
the case of a parent and infant child, two (2) children dying at about the 
same time, or in such other unusual cases as it shall seem to the 
Superintendent to be proper under the circumstances.  Up to three (3) 
cremated remains (only) may be placed on a single grave space. 
 
DISINTERMENT 
 
Disinterment of a full burial shall not be made without first obtaining a permit 
for the removal from the local health officer of Oakland County.  Such 
request for removal is to be made upon such forms as may be provided, and 
shall include such information as may be required, by the local health officer.   
 
SCHEDULE OF FEES AND CHARGES 
 
Fees and other charges are as set forth in the City Code. 
 
Adopted by the Birmingham City Commission October 18, 1971 Resolution 
No. 1434-71. 
 
REVISION 
Adopted by the Birmingham City Commission February 13, 1984 Resolution 
No. 02-97-84. 
 
Adopted by the Birmingham City Commission February 23, 2009 Resolution 
No. 02-52-09. 
 
The obligations of the City as herein set forth may, from time to time, be 
modified by the Birmingham City Commission. 
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OPERATIONAL REGULATIONS 
 
The following operational regulations shall apply to all areas within the 
cemetery: 
 
a. Corners of all lots will be marked by the City with permanent markers 

set flush with the ground surface, and these shall not be disturbed. 
 
b. The erection of any fence, railing, wall, coping, curbing, trellis, or 

embankment, or the planting of any hedge, on any lot or grave is 
prohibited.  No cutting of paths shall be permitted. 

 
c. The City shall have the right to remove from any lot any objects, 

including trees and shrubs and flower pots, that, in the opinion of the 
Superintendent are injurious to the appearance of the cemetery. 

 
d. Ironwork, seats, vases, and urns shall be allowed on lots, providing 

that the same shall be kept in good repair and well painted.  If not 
kept in good repair and painted, the Superintendent shall have power 
and authority to remove same from cemetery, and shall not be liable 
for any such removal. 

 
e. Urns of iron or granite for the planting of flowers will be removed from 

lots and put in storage if not filled by July 1st.  Urns so removed will be 
sold for cartage and storage charges, or destroyed, if not claimed 
within a period of one year. 

 
f. No person shall plant, cut down, remove, or trim any tree, shrub, or 

plant within the cemetery except by permission of the Superintendent, 
or a person authorized by him to act in his stead in matters pertaining 
to the cemetery. 

 
g. The planting of flowers on any lot, or otherwise disturbing the sod, 

shall release the City from all obligation to resod without extra charge 
therefore.  The planting of spirea, rose bushes, peonies, or shrubs that 
grow over three feet in height, will not be permitted. 

 
h. As soon as flowers, floral pieces, potted plants, artificial flowers, flags, 

emblems, etc., used at funerals or placed on grave at other times, 
become unsightly or faded, they will be removed, and no responsibility 
for their protection will be assumed. 

 
i. The Superintendent reserves the right to remove from beds, graves, 

vases, urns, or other containers, all flowers, potted plants, or other 
decorations, that are set out and then not kept properly watered, 
trimmed and free from weeds, and to do so as soon as they become 
objectionable. 
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CITY OF BIRMINGHAM 
GREENWOOD CEMETERY OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES, 

CONDITIONS AND REGULATIONS 
 
 
DEFINITIONS: 
 
The following words and phrases, when used, the following sections shall, for 
the purposes of these sections, have the meanings respectively ascribed to 
them, except in those instances where the context clearly indicates a 
different meaning. 
 
a. “Cemetery” shall mean Greenwood Cemetery. 
 
b. “Superintendent” shall mean the Director of Public Services and any 

subordinate designated by this person City Manager or his designee. 
 
C. “Marker” shall mean a stone or object denoting the location of a grave 

and which does not exceed eighteen (18) inches in height, sixteen 
(16) inches in width, and twenty-four (24) inches in length. 

 
d. “Monument” shall denote a memorial stone or object of a size in 

excess of that of a marker. 
 
e. “Permanent outside container” shall be a container which encloses a 

casket.  The following are considered permanent outside containers: 
concrete boxes, concrete, copper or steel burial vaults. 

 
f. “Department” shall mean the Department of Public Services. 
 
 
CONDUCT OF PERSONS 
 
Every person entering the cemetery shall be responsible for any damage 
caused by such person while within the cemetery.  No person under eighteen 
years of age shall enter the cemetery grounds unless accompanied by an 
adult responsible for his conduct, or unless permission has been granted by 
the Superintendent. 
 
No person shall: 
 
a. Enter the cemetery except through an established gate, and only 

during the hours from 8:00 A.M. to sundown. 
 
b. Deposit or leave rubbish and debris on any part of the cemetery 

grounds. 
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c. Pick, mutilate, remove, or destroy any living plants or parts thereof, 
whether wild or domestic, on the cemetery grounds, except in the 
work of maintenance by City employees. 

 
d. Break, injure, remove, or deface any monument or marker on the 

cemetery grounds. 
 
e. Bring any dog or animal into the cemetery grounds, except by 

permission of the Superintendent. 
 
f. Bring or discharge any firearm on the cemetery grounds, except in the 

conduct of military funerals. 
 
g. Carry any refreshments or intoxicants into the cemetery grounds, or 

consume such while in the cemetery. 
 
h. Use any form of advertising on cemetery grounds. 
 
i. Conduct her/himself in any other than a quiet and respectful manner 

while on the cemetery grounds. 
 
TRAFFIC REGULATIONS 
 
All traffic laws of the City of Birmingham that are applicable to the operation 
of vehicles in cemeteries shall be strictly observed.  Every person driving a 
vehicle into the cemetery shall be responsible for any damage caused by 
such vehicle. 
 
No person shall: 
 
a. Drive a vehicle within the cemetery at a speed in excess of ten (10) 

miles per hour. 
 
b. Drive or park a vehicle on other than established driveways except for 

the purpose of maintenance or construction. 
 
c. Turn a vehicle around within the cemetery except by following 

established driveways. 
 
d. Use a cemetery driveway as a public thoroughfare. 
 
MAINTENANCE AND PERPETUAL CARE 
 
The City shall be responsible for the maintenance and repair of the 
driveways, buildings, water system and fences.  The City shall also cut and 
maintain the grass areas, rake the leaves, trim and remove trees and shrubs, 
apply fertilizer as necessary, and in general maintain the cemetery as a place 
of natural beauty devoted to the burial of the dead. 
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Special services performed at a property owner’s request, such as planting of 
trees, shrubs or flowers, resodding, painting or repairing privately owned 
benches or urns and similar work will be performed at the property owner’s 
expense by the City at regular rates established by the City. 
 
The City shall not be responsible for any special care of any particular 
section, lot or burial space or for the maintenance or repair of any 
monument, marker or planting placed by the owner.  The City shall not 
contract or agree to give special care to any section, lot or burial space 
except as above provided. 
 
MONUMENTS, GRAVE MARKERS AND FOUNDATIONS FOR SAME 
 
Monuments will be permitted only on lots having 90 or more square feet of 
area under one ownership.  No more than one monument shall be erected on 
any lot. 
 
The erection of all monuments and markers shall be subject to the following 
conditions: 
 
a. Each monument or marker shall be supported on a concrete 

foundation not smaller than the base of the monument or marker it 
supports and not less than forty-two (42) inches deep below the 
ground surface.  Such foundation shall be constructed only by the City 
after payment therefore has been made.  Monument or marker 
foundations will be constructed twice each year.  Requests received 
prior to May 1 will be constructed prior to Memorial Day.  Requests 
received at a later date will be held until October 1, after which time 
work will be accomplished.  Requests received after October 1 will be 
held until the following May.  Foundations will be poured April to 
November, weather dependent, as determined by the Superintendent.  
Requests received after November 1st will be held until conditions allow 
for installation.  

 
b. No monument or marker shall be placed closer to the boundary of any 

lot than one (1) foot therefrom. 
 
b c. Markers shall not exceed 1 ½ feet in height and shall have a minimum 

horizontal dimension at the base of not less than half of the height.  All 
markers shall be in one piece, and shall be dressed on the bottom at 
right angles to the vertical axis.  These measurements do not apply to 
government issue markers. 

 
c d. Designs for monuments or markers must be submitted to the 

Superintendent or to a person designated by him to act in his stead, 
when application is made for construction of foundations. 
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d e. No monument or marker of artificial stone, sandstone, limestone, or 
soapstone will be permitted. 

 
e f. All contractors and workmen engaged in setting monuments shall be 

under the supervision of the Superintendent or a person designated by 
him, and they will be held responsible for any damage resulting from 
their negligence or carelessness.  No work of setting monuments or 
markers shall be started that cannot be completed, including the 
cleaning up and removal of debris, by the time of cessation of work on 
the Saturday (or May 29th) by the end of the day following the start of 
such work. 

 
FLUSH MEMORIAL SECTION - F-NORTH ONLY 
 
a. No plantings, structures, or flower receptacles (except as otherwise 

noted) shall be placed or constructed by anyone other than employees 
of the Department of Parks and Recreation Public Services in the area 
of Greenwood Cemetery designated as the “Flush Memorial Section”. 

 
b. Such plantings as may be installed by the Department of Parks and 

Recreation employees shall be limited to areas set aside for that 
purpose. 

 
b c. Bronze or granite markers only, set flush with the turf, will be 

permitted in this section.  No structures which would extend above the 
ground level shall be permitted. 

 
d. Cut flower receptacles of metal or other durable material will be 

permitted only when installed flush with the ground level. 
 
 
FUNERALS AND INTERMENTS 
 
No lot or burial space shall be used for any purpose other than the interment 
of human remains and the erection of appropriate memorials to the dead. 
 
No interment shall be made in Greenwood Cemetery until a proper burial 
permit has been issued, and until all other legally required permits have been 
issued by, and filed with, the proper authorities. 
 
Department personnel will provide opening and closing of grave, initial and 
periodic maintenance only, and will not be responsible for handling and 
lowering vault or casket.  Tents, lowering devices and other materials shall 
be furnished by the funeral director or vault company. 
 
No grave shall be dug closer than six (6) inches from the line of any lot. 
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In all adult full burial interments, the casket shall be enclosed in a permanent 
outside container and shall be installed by the funeral director or vault 
company.   
 
In all interments of cremated remains, the container shall be installed by the 
funeral director or vault company.  The size of the container must be 
submitted with the request for burial. 
 
All funerals within the cemetery shall be under the supervision of the 
Department.  No burials are to be made on Sunday or legal holidays, except 
by permission of the Superintendent.  City Manager or by a person 
authorized by him to act in his stead.  Overtime charges will apply. 
 
The Department must be notified through the City Clerk, of the time and 
exact location of proposed interments in time to allow not less than ten (10) 
hours of daylight at least twenty-four (24) hours prior to burial to prepare 
the grave.  If notification occurs less than twenty-four (24) hours prior to 
burial, overtime charges will apply. 
 
Interments that involve preparation or follow-up work during other than 
regular working hours will be done at an additional charge for the overtime 
portion of the time required. The maximum charge shall not exceed the 
normal charges plus the weekend/holiday fee. 
 
When it is necessary to prepare for an interment or disinterment (location, 
opening and/or closing), an overtime charge will apply. This fee is in addition 
to the normal interment or disinterment fee charged during regular working 
hours. 
 
Interments of the remains of any persons other than the owner or an 
immediate member of his family will be permitted only after the written 
consent of the owner or the owner’s authorized agent has been filed with the 
City Clerk.  In case of a minor being the owner, the guardian may give 
consent upon proof of this authority to act. 
 
Only one (1) interment in any one grave space shall be permitted, except in 
the case of a parent and infant child, two (2) children dying at about the 
same time, or in such other unusual cases as it shall seem to the 
Superintendent to be proper under the circumstances.  Up to three (3) 
cremated remains (only) may be placed on a single grave space. 
 
DISINTERMENT 
 
Disinterment of a full burial shall not be made without first obtaining a permit 
for the removal from the local health officer of Oakland County.  Such 
request for removal is to be made upon such forms as may be provided, and 
shall include such information as may be required, by the local health officer.   
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SCHEDULE OF FEES AND CHARGES 
 
Fees and other charges are as set forth in the City Code. 
 
SINGLE GRAVES 
 
Single grave spaces may be secured in sections set aside for that purpose.  
In these sections, there shall be no choice of location or reservation for 
future use, as spaces must be filled in regular order. 
 
The following burial spaces are hereby set aside for sale as single graves: 
 
SECTION H, lots 6, 31, 32, 33 and 34. 
 
SECTION IV 
 
The following burial spaces are hereby set aside for the interment of destitute 
residents of Birmingham: 
 
SECTION G, lot 24. 
 
SECTION H, lots B, C, G, CC, DD, and W. 
 
In these lots the burial spaces shall be filled in order of use. 
 
 
Adopted by the Birmingham City Commission October 18, 1971 Resolution 
No. 1434-71. 
 
REVISION 
Adopted by the Birmingham City Commission February 13, 1984 Resolution 
No. 02 197 84. 
 
Adopted by the Birmingham City Commission ___________, 2009 Resolution 
No. _______09. 
 
The obligations of the City as herein set forth may, from time to time, be 
modified by the Birmingham City Commission. 
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OPERATIONAL REGULATIONS 
 
The following operational regulations shall apply to all areas within the 
cemetery: 
 
a. Corners of all lots will be marked by the City with permanent markers 

set flush with the ground surface, and these shall not be disturbed. 
 
b. The erection of any fence, railing, wall, coping, curbing, trellis, or 

embankment, or the planting of any hedge, on any lot or grave is 
prohibited.  No cutting of paths shall be permitted. 

 
c. The City shall have the right to remove from any lot any objects, 

including trees and shrubs and flower pots, that, in the opinion of the 
Superintendent are injurious to the appearance of the cemetery. 

 
d. Ironwork, seats, vases, and urns shall be allowed on lots, providing 

that the same shall be kept in good repair and well painted.  If not 
kept in good repair and painted, the Superintendent shall have power 
and authority to remove same from cemetery, and shall not be liable 
for any such removal. 

 
e. Urns of iron or granite for the planting of flowers will be removed from 

lots and put in storage if not filled by July 1st.  Urns so removed will be 
sold for cartage and storage charges, or destroyed, if not claimed 
within a period of one year. 

 
f. No person shall plant, cut down, remove, or trim any tree, shrub, or 

plant within the cemetery except by permission of the Superintendent, 
or a person authorized by him to act in his stead in matters pertaining 
to the cemetery. 

 
g. The planting of flowers on any lot, or otherwise disturbing the sod, 

shall release the City from all obligation to resod without extra charge 
therefore.  The planting of spirea, rose bushes, peonies, or shrubs that 
grow over three feet in height, will not be permitted. 

 
h. As soon as flowers, floral pieces, potted plants, artificial flowers, flags, 

emblems, etc., used at funerals or placed on grave at other times, 
become unsightly or faded, they will be removed, and no responsibility 
for their protection will be assumed. 

 
i. The Superintendent reserves the right to remove from beds, graves, 

vases, urns, or other containers, all flowers, potted plants, or other 
decorations, that are set out and then not kept properly watered, 
trimmed and free from weeds, and to do so as soon as they become 
objectionable. 
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CITY OF BIRMINGHAM 
GREENWOOD CEMETERY OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES, 

CONDITIONS AND REGULATIONS 
 

 
DEFINITIONS: 
 

The following words and phrases, when used, the following sections shall, for 
the purposes of these sections, have the meanings respectively ascribed to 

them, except in those instances where the context clearly indicates a 
different meaning. 
 

a. “Cemetery” shall mean Greenwood Cemetery. 
 

b. “Superintendent” shall mean the City Manager or his designee. 
 
C. “Marker” shall mean a stone or object denoting the location of a grave 

and which does not exceed eighteen (18) inches in height, sixteen 
(16) inches in width, and twenty-four (24) inches in length. 

 
d. “Monument” shall denote a memorial stone or object of a size in 

excess of that of a marker. 
 
e. “Permanent outside container” shall be a container which encloses a 

casket.  The following are considered permanent outside containers: 
concrete boxes, concrete, copper or steel burial vaults. 

 
f. “Department” shall mean the Department of Public Services. 
 

 
CONDUCT OF PERSONS 

 
Every person entering the cemetery shall be responsible for any damage 
caused by such person while within the cemetery.  No person under eighteen 

years of age shall enter the cemetery grounds unless accompanied by an 
adult responsible for his conduct, or unless permission has been granted by 

the Superintendent. 
 
No person shall: 

 
a. Enter the cemetery except through an established gate, and only 

during the hours from 8:00 A.M. to sundown. 
 
b. Deposit or leave rubbish and debris on any part of the cemetery 

grounds. 
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c. Pick, mutilate, remove, or destroy any living plants or parts thereof, 
whether wild or domestic, on the cemetery grounds, except in the 

work of maintenance by City employees. 
 

d. Break, injure, remove, or deface any monument or marker on the 
cemetery grounds. 

 

e. Bring any dog or animal into the cemetery grounds, except by 
permission of the Superintendent. 

 
f. Bring or discharge any firearm on the cemetery grounds, except in the 

conduct of military funerals. 

 
g. Carry any refreshments or intoxicants into the cemetery grounds, or 

consume such while in the cemetery. 
 
h. Use any form of advertising on cemetery grounds. 

 
i. Conduct her/himself in any other than a quiet and respectful manner 

while on the cemetery grounds. 
 

TRAFFIC REGULATIONS 
 
All traffic laws of the City of Birmingham that are applicable to the operation 

of vehicles in cemeteries shall be strictly observed.  Every person driving a 
vehicle into the cemetery shall be responsible for any damage caused by 

such vehicle. 
 
No person shall: 

 
a. Drive a vehicle within the cemetery at a speed in excess of ten (10) 

miles per hour. 
 
b. Drive or park a vehicle on other than established driveways except for 

the purpose of maintenance or construction. 
 

c. Turn a vehicle around within the cemetery except by following 
established driveways. 

 

d. Use a cemetery driveway as a public thoroughfare. 
 

MAINTENANCE AND PERPETUAL CARE 
 
The City shall be responsible for the maintenance and repair of the 

driveways, buildings, water system and fences.  The City shall also cut and 
maintain the grass areas, rake the leaves, trim and remove trees and shrubs, 

apply fertilizer as necessary, and in general maintain the cemetery as a place 
of natural beauty devoted to the burial of the dead. 
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The City shall not be responsible for any special care of any particular 

section, lot or burial space or for the maintenance or repair of any 
monument, marker or planting placed by the owner.  The City shall not 

contract or agree to give special care to any section, lot or burial space 
except as above provided. 
 

MONUMENTS, GRAVE MARKERS AND FOUNDATIONS FOR SAME 
 

Monuments will be permitted only on lots having 90 or more square feet of 
area under one ownership.  No more than one monument shall be erected on 
any lot. 

 
The erection of all monuments and markers shall be subject to the following 

conditions: 
 
a. Each monument or marker shall be supported on a concrete 

foundation not smaller than the base of the monument or marker it 
supports and not less than forty-two (42) inches deep below the 

ground surface.  Such foundation shall be constructed only by the City 
after payment therefore has been made.  Foundations will be poured 

April to November, weather dependent, as determined by the 
Superintendent.  Requests received after November 1st will be held 
until conditions allow for installation.  

 
b. Markers shall not exceed 1 ½ feet in height and shall have a minimum 

horizontal dimension at the base of not less than half of the height.  All 
markers shall be in one piece, and shall be dressed on the bottom at 
right angles to the vertical axis.  These measurements do not apply to 

government issue markers. 
 

c. Designs for monuments or markers must be submitted to the 
Superintendent or to a person designated by him to act in his stead, 
when application is made for construction of foundations. 

 
d. No monument or marker of artificial stone, sandstone, limestone, or 

soapstone will be permitted. 
 
f. All contractors and workmen engaged in setting monuments shall be 

under the supervision of the Superintendent or a person designated by 
him, and they will be held responsible for any damage resulting from 

their negligence or carelessness.  No work of setting monuments or 
markers shall be started that cannot be completed by the end of the 
day following the start of such work. 
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FLUSH MEMORIAL SECTION - F-NORTH ONLY 
 

a. No, structures shall be placed or constructed by anyone other than 
employees of the Department of Public Services in the area of 

Greenwood Cemetery designated as the “Flush Memorial Section”. 
 
b. Bronze or granite markers only, set flush with the turf, will be 

permitted in this section.  No structures which would extend above the 
ground level shall be permitted. 

 
FUNERALS AND INTERMENTS 
 

No lot or burial space shall be used for any purpose other than the interment 
of human remains and the erection of appropriate memorials to the dead. 

 
No interment shall be made in Greenwood Cemetery until a proper burial 
permit has been issued, and until all other legally required permits have been 

issued by, and filed with, the proper authorities. 
 

Department personnel will provide opening and closing of grave, initial and 
periodic maintenance only, and will not be responsible for handling and 

lowering vault or casket.  Tents, lowering devices and other materials shall 
be furnished by the funeral director or vault company. 
 

No grave shall be dug closer than six (6) inches from the line of any lot. 
 

In all full burial interments, the casket shall be enclosed in a permanent 
outside container and shall be installed by the funeral director or vault 
company.   

 
In all interments of cremated remains, the container shall be installed by the 

funeral director or vault company.  The size of the container must be 
submitted with the request for burial. 
 

All funerals within the cemetery shall be under the supervision of the 
Department.  No burials are to be made on Sunday or legal holidays, except 

by permission of the Superintendent.  Overtime charges will apply. 
 
The Department must be notified through the City Clerk, of the time and 

exact location of proposed interments in time to allow not less than ten (10) 
hours of daylight to prepare the grave.  If notification occurs less than 10 

hours of daylight prior to burial, overtime charges will apply. 
 
Interments that involve preparation or follow-up work during other than 

regular working hours will be done at an additional charge for the overtime 
portion of the time required. The maximum charge shall not exceed the 

normal charges plus the weekend/holiday fee. 
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When it is necessary to prepare for an interment or disinterment (location, 
opening and/or closing), an overtime charge will apply. This fee is in addition 

to the normal interment or disinterment fee charged during regular working 
hours. 

 
Interments of the remains of any persons other than the owner or an 
immediate member of his family will be permitted only after the written 

consent of the owner or the owner’s authorized agent has been filed with the 
City Clerk.  In case of a minor being the owner, the guardian may give 

consent upon proof of this authority to act. 
 
Only one (1) interment in any one grave space shall be permitted, except in 

the case of a parent and infant child, two (2) children dying at about the 
same time, or in such other unusual cases as it shall seem to the 

Superintendent to be proper under the circumstances.  Up to two cremated 
remains may be placed in the same space if the owner of the grave space or 
his heirs purchase the right to such inurnments.  Should the owner permit 

the burial of such cremated remains, only one additional memorial shall be 
permitted on the grave space and such memorial shall not be larger than 24 

x 12 x 4 inches and installed at lawn level.  Up to three (3) cremated remains 
(only) may be placed on a single grave space. 

 
DISINTERMENT 
 

Disinterment of a full burial shall not be made without first obtaining a permit 
for the removal from the local health officer of Oakland County.  Such 

request for removal is to be made upon such forms as may be provided, and 
shall include such information as may be required, by the local health officer.   
 

SCHEDULE OF FEES AND CHARGES 
 

Fees and other charges are as set forth in the City Code. 
 
Adopted by the Birmingham City Commission October 18, 1971 Resolution 

No. 1434-71. 
 

REVISION 
Adopted by the Birmingham City Commission February 13, 1984 Resolution 
No. 02-97-84. 

 
Adopted by the Birmingham City Commission February 23, 2009 Resolution 

No. 02-52-09. 
 
Adopted by the Birmingham City Commission December 17, 2012 Resolution 

No. 12-356-12 
 

The obligations of the City as herein set forth may, from time to time, be 
modified by the Birmingham City Commission. 
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OPERATIONAL REGULATIONS 
 

The following operational regulations shall apply to all areas within the 
cemetery: 

 
a. Corners of all lots will be marked by the City with permanent markers 

set flush with the ground surface, and these shall not be disturbed. 

 
b. The erection of any fence, railing, wall, coping, curbing, trellis, or 

embankment, or the planting of any hedge, on any lot or grave is 
prohibited.  No cutting of paths shall be permitted. 

 

c. The City shall have the right to remove from any lot any objects, 
including trees and shrubs and flower pots, that, in the opinion of the 

Superintendent are injurious to the appearance of the cemetery. 
 
d. Ironwork, seats, vases, and urns shall be allowed on lots, providing 

that the same shall be kept in good repair and well painted.  If not 
kept in good repair and painted, the Superintendent shall have power 

and authority to remove same from cemetery, and shall not be liable 
for any such removal. 

 
e. Urns of iron or granite for the planting of flowers will be removed from 

lots and put in storage if not filled by July 1st.  Urns so removed will be 

sold for cartage and storage charges, or destroyed, if not claimed 
within a period of one year. 

 
f. No person shall plant, cut down, remove, or trim any tree, shrub, or 

plant within the cemetery except by permission of the Superintendent, 

or a person authorized by him to act in his stead in matters pertaining 
to the cemetery. 

 
g. The planting of flowers on any lot, or otherwise disturbing the sod, 

shall release the City from all obligation to resod without extra charge 

therefore.  The planting of spirea, rose bushes, peonies, or shrubs that 
grow over three feet in height, will not be permitted. 

 
h. As soon as flowers, floral pieces, potted plants, artificial flowers, flags, 

emblems, etc., used at funerals or placed on grave at other times, 

become unsightly or faded, they will be removed, and no responsibility 
for their protection will be assumed. 

 
i. The Superintendent reserves the right to remove from beds, graves, 

vases, urns, or other containers, all flowers, potted plants, or other 

decorations, that are set out and then not kept properly watered, 
trimmed and free from weeds, and to do so as soon as they become 

objectionable. 
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CITY OF BIRMINGHAM 
GREENWOOD CEMETERY OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES, 

CONDITIONS AND REGULATIONS 
 
 
DEFINITIONS: 
 
The following words and phrases, when used, the following sections shall, for 
the purposes of these sections, have the meanings respectively ascribed to 
them, except in those instances where the context clearly indicates a 
different meaning. 
 
a. “Cemetery” shall mean Greenwood Cemetery. 
 
b. “Superintendent” shall mean the City Manager or his designee. 
 
C. “Marker” shall mean a stone or object denoting the location of a grave 

and which does not exceed eighteen (18) inches in height, sixteen 
(16) inches in width, and twenty-four (24) inches in length. 

 
d. “Monument” shall denote a memorial stone or object of a size in 

excess of that of a marker. 
 
e. “Permanent outside container” shall be a container which encloses a 

casket.  The following are considered permanent outside containers: 
concrete boxes, concrete, copper or steel burial vaults. 

 
f. “Department” shall mean the Department of Public Services. 
 
 
CONDUCT OF PERSONS 
 
Every person entering the cemetery shall be responsible for any damage 
caused by such person while within the cemetery.  No person under eighteen 
years of age shall enter the cemetery grounds unless accompanied by an 
adult responsible for his conduct, or unless permission has been granted by 
the Superintendent. 
 
No person shall: 
 
a. Enter the cemetery except through an established gate, and only 

during the hours from 8:00 A.M. to sundown. 
 
b. Deposit or leave rubbish and debris on any part of the cemetery 

grounds. 
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c. Pick, mutilate, remove, or destroy any living plants or parts thereof, 
whether wild or domestic, on the cemetery grounds, except in the 
work of maintenance by City employees. 

 
d. Break, injure, remove, or deface any monument or marker on the 

cemetery grounds. 
 
e. Bring any dog or animal into the cemetery grounds, except by 

permission of the Superintendent. 
 
f. Bring or discharge any firearm on the cemetery grounds, except in the 

conduct of military funerals. 
 
g. Carry any refreshments or intoxicants into the cemetery grounds, or 

consume such while in the cemetery. 
 
h. Use any form of advertising on cemetery grounds. 
 
i. Conduct her/himself in any other than a quiet and respectful manner 

while on the cemetery grounds. 
 
TRAFFIC REGULATIONS 
 
All traffic laws of the City of Birmingham that are applicable to the operation 
of vehicles in cemeteries shall be strictly observed.  Every person driving a 
vehicle into the cemetery shall be responsible for any damage caused by 
such vehicle. 
 
No person shall: 
 
a. Drive a vehicle within the cemetery at a speed in excess of ten (10) 

miles per hour. 
 
b. Drive or park a vehicle on other than established driveways except for 

the purpose of maintenance or construction. 
 
c. Turn a vehicle around within the cemetery except by following 

established driveways. 
 
d. Use a cemetery driveway as a public thoroughfare. 
 
MAINTENANCE AND PERPETUAL CARE 
 
The City shall be responsible for the maintenance and repair of the 
driveways, buildings, water system and fences.  The City shall also cut and 
maintain the grass areas, rake the leaves, trim and remove trees and shrubs, 
apply fertilizer as necessary, and in general maintain the cemetery as a place 
of natural beauty devoted to the burial of the dead. 
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The City shall not be responsible for any special care of any particular 
section, lot or burial space or for the maintenance or repair of any 
monument, marker or planting placed by the owner.  The City shall not 
contract or agree to give special care to any section, lot or burial space 
except as above provided. 
 
MONUMENTS, GRAVE MARKERS AND FOUNDATIONS FOR SAME 
 
Monuments will be permitted only on lots having 90 or more square feet of 
area under one ownership.  No more than one monument shall be erected on 
any lot. 
 
The erection of all monuments and markers shall be subject to the following 
conditions: 
 
a. Each monument or marker shall be supported on a concrete 

foundation not smaller than the base of the monument or marker it 
supports and not less than forty-two (42) inches deep below the 
ground surface.  Such foundation shall be constructed only by the City 
after payment therefore has been made.  Foundations will be poured 
April to November, weather dependent, as determined by the 
Superintendent.  Requests received after November 1st will be held 
until conditions allow for installation.  

 
b. Markers shall not exceed 1 ½ feet in height and shall have a minimum 

horizontal dimension at the base of not less than half of the height.  All 
markers shall be in one piece, and shall be dressed on the bottom at 
right angles to the vertical axis.  These measurements do not apply to 
government issue markers. 

 
c. Designs for monuments or markers must be submitted to the 

Superintendent or to a person designated by him to act in his stead, 
when application is made for construction of foundations. 

 
d. No monument or marker of artificial stone, sandstone, limestone, or 

soapstone will be permitted. 
 
f. All contractors and workmen engaged in setting monuments shall be 

under the supervision of the Superintendent or a person designated by 
him, and they will be held responsible for any damage resulting from 
their negligence or carelessness.  No work of setting monuments or 
markers shall be started that cannot be completed by the end of the 
day following the start of such work. 

 
FLUSH MEMORIAL SECTION - F-NORTH ONLY 
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a. No, structures shall be placed or constructed by anyone other than 
employees of the Department of Public Services in the area of 
Greenwood Cemetery designated as the “Flush Memorial Section”. 

 
b. Bronze or granite markers only, set flush with the turf, will be 

permitted in this section.  No structures which would extend above the 
ground level shall be permitted. 

 
FUNERALS AND INTERMENTS 
 
No lot or burial space shall be used for any purpose other than the interment 
of human remains and the erection of appropriate memorials to the dead. 
 
No interment shall be made in Greenwood Cemetery until a proper burial 
permit has been issued, and until all other legally required permits have been 
issued by, and filed with, the proper authorities. 
 
Department personnel will provide opening and closing of grave, initial and 
periodic maintenance only, and will not be responsible for handling and 
lowering vault or casket.  Tents, lowering devices and other materials shall 
be furnished by the funeral director or vault company. 
 
No grave shall be dug closer than six (6) inches from the line of any lot. 
 
In all full burial interments, the casket shall be enclosed in a permanent 
outside container and shall be installed by the funeral director or vault 
company.   
 
In all interments of cremated remains, the container shall be installed by the 
funeral director or vault company.  The size of the container must be 
submitted with the request for burial. 
 
All funerals within the cemetery shall be under the supervision of the 
Department.  No burials are to be made on Sunday or legal holidays, except 
by permission of the Superintendent.  Overtime charges will apply. 
 
The Department must be notified through the City Clerk, of the time and 
exact location of proposed interments in time to allow not less than ten (10) 
hours of daylight to prepare the grave.  If notification occurs less than 10 
hours of daylight prior to burial, overtime charges will apply. 
 
Interments that involve preparation or follow-up work during other than 
regular working hours will be done at an additional charge for the overtime 
portion of the time required. The maximum charge shall not exceed the 
normal charges plus the weekend/holiday fee. 
 
When it is necessary to prepare for an interment or disinterment (location, 
opening and/or closing), an overtime charge will apply. This fee is in addition 
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to the normal interment or disinterment fee charged during regular working 
hours. 
 
Interments of the remains of any persons other than the owner or an 
immediate member of his family will be permitted only after the written 
consent of the owner or the owner’s authorized agent has been filed with the 
City Clerk.  In case of a minor being the owner, the guardian may give 
consent upon proof of this authority to act. 
 
Only one (1) interment in any one grave space shall be permitted, except in 
the case of a parent and infant child, two (2) children dying at about the 
same time, or in such other unusual cases as it shall seem to the 
Superintendent to be proper under the circumstances.  Up to two cremated 
remains may be placed in the same space if the owner of the grave space or 
his heirs purchase the right to such inurnments.  Should the owner permit 
the burial of such cremated remains, only one additional memorial shall be 
permitted on the grave space and such memorial shall not be larger than 24 
x 12 x 4 inches and installed at lawn level.  Up to three (3) cremated remains 
(only) may be placed on a single grave space. 
 
DISINTERMENT 
 
Disinterment of a full burial shall not be made without first obtaining a permit 
for the removal from the local health officer of Oakland County.  Such 
request for removal is to be made upon such forms as may be provided, and 
shall include such information as may be required, by the local health officer.   
 
SCHEDULE OF FEES AND CHARGES 
 
Fees and other charges are as set forth in the City Code. 
 
Adopted by the Birmingham City Commission October 18, 1971 Resolution 
No. 1434-71. 
 
REVISION 
Adopted by the Birmingham City Commission February 13, 1984 Resolution 
No. 02-97-84. 
 
Adopted by the Birmingham City Commission February 23, 2009 Resolution 
No. 02-52-09. 
 
The obligations of the City as herein set forth may, from time to time, be 
modified by the Birmingham City Commission. 
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OPERATIONAL REGULATIONS 
 
The following operational regulations shall apply to all areas within the 
cemetery: 
 
a. Corners of all lots will be marked by the City with permanent markers 

set flush with the ground surface, and these shall not be disturbed. 
 
b. The erection of any fence, railing, wall, coping, curbing, trellis, or 

embankment, or the planting of any hedge, on any lot or grave is 
prohibited.  No cutting of paths shall be permitted. 

 
c. The City shall have the right to remove from any lot any objects, 

including trees and shrubs and flower pots, that, in the opinion of the 
Superintendent are injurious to the appearance of the cemetery. 

 
d. Ironwork, seats, vases, and urns shall be allowed on lots, providing 

that the same shall be kept in good repair and well painted.  If not 
kept in good repair and painted, the Superintendent shall have power 
and authority to remove same from cemetery, and shall not be liable 
for any such removal. 

 
e. Urns of iron or granite for the planting of flowers will be removed from 

lots and put in storage if not filled by July 1st.  Urns so removed will be 
sold for cartage and storage charges, or destroyed, if not claimed 
within a period of one year. 

 
f. No person shall plant, cut down, remove, or trim any tree, shrub, or 

plant within the cemetery except by permission of the Superintendent, 
or a person authorized by him to act in his stead in matters pertaining 
to the cemetery. 

 
g. The planting of flowers on any lot, or otherwise disturbing the sod, 

shall release the City from all obligation to resod without extra charge 
therefore.  The planting of spirea, rose bushes, peonies, or shrubs that 
grow over three feet in height, will not be permitted. 

 
h. As soon as flowers, floral pieces, potted plants, artificial flowers, flags, 

emblems, etc., used at funerals or placed on grave at other times, 
become unsightly or faded, they will be removed, and no responsibility 
for their protection will be assumed. 

 
i. The Superintendent reserves the right to remove from beds, graves, 

vases, urns, or other containers, all flowers, potted plants, or other 
decorations, that are set out and then not kept properly watered, 
trimmed and free from weeds, and to do so as soon as they become 
objectionable. 
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CITY OF BIRMINGHAM 
GREENWOOD CEMETERY OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES, 

CONDITIONS AND REGULATIONS 
 
 
I. DEFINITIONS: 
 
The following words and phrases, for the purposes of these sections, have the meanings 
respectively ascribed to them, except in those instances where the context clearly 
indicates a different meaning. 
 
a. “Cemetery” shall mean Greenwood Cemetery. 
 
b. “Superintendent” shall mean the City Manager or his/her designee. 
 
c. “Marker” shall mean a stone or object denoting the location of a grave and which 

does not exceed eighteen (18) inches in height, sixteen (16) inches in width, and 
twenty-four (24) inches in length. 

 
d. “Monument” shall denote a memorial stone or object of a size in excess of that 

of a marker. 
 
e. “Permanent outside container” shall be a container which encloses a casket.  The 

following are considered permanent outside containers: concrete boxes, 
concrete, copper or steel burial vaults. 

 
f. “Department” shall mean the Department of Public Services. 
 
g. “Memorial” shall mean monuments or markers. 
 
 
II. CONDUCT OF PERSONS 
 
Every person entering the cemetery shall be responsible for any damage caused by such 
person while within the cemetery.  No person under eighteen years of age shall enter 
the cemetery grounds unless accompanied by an adult responsible for his/her conduct, 
or unless permission has been granted by the Superintendent. 
 
No person shall: 
 
a. Enter the cemetery except through an established gate, and only during the 

hours from 8:00 A.M. to sundown. 
 
b. Deposit or leave rubbish and debris on any part of the cemetery grounds. 
 
c. Pick, mutilate, remove, or destroy any living plants or parts thereof, whether wild 

or domestic, on the cemetery grounds, except in the work of maintenance by 
City employees or its designated contractor. 
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d. Break, injure, remove, or deface any monument or marker on the cemetery 
grounds. 

 
e. Bring any dog or animal into the cemetery grounds, unless in compliance with 

applicable leash law.   
 
f. Bring or discharge any firearm on the cemetery grounds, except in the conduct 

of military funerals. 
 
g. Carry intoxicants into the cemetery grounds, or consume such while in the 

cemetery. 
 
h. Advertise on cemetery grounds unless permitted by the City. 
 
i. Conduct her/himself in any other than a quiet and respectful manner while on 

the cemetery grounds. 
 
 
III. TRAFFIC REGULATIONS 
 
All traffic laws of the City of Birmingham that are applicable to the operation of vehicles 
in cemeteries shall be strictly observed.  Every person driving a vehicle into the 
cemetery shall be responsible for any damage caused by such vehicle. 
 
No person shall: 
 
a. Drive a vehicle within the cemetery at a speed in excess of ten (10) miles per 

hour. 
 
b. Drive or park a vehicle on other than established driveways except for the 

purpose of maintenance or construction. 
 
c. Turn a vehicle around within the cemetery except by following established 

driveways. 
 
d. Use a cemetery driveway as a public thoroughfare. 
 
 
IV. MAINTENANCE AND PERPETUAL CARE 
 
The City and/or its designated Contractor shall be responsible for the maintenance and 
repair of the driveways, buildings, water system, drainage and fences.  The City and/or 
its designated Contractor shall also cut and maintain the grass areas, remove the leaves, 
trim and remove trees and shrubs, apply fertilizer as necessary, and in general maintain 
the cemetery as a place of natural beauty devoted to the burial of the dead. 
 
The City and/or its designated Contractor shall not be responsible for any special care of 
any particular section, lot or burial space or for the maintenance or repair of any 
monument, marker or planting placed by the owner.  Further, the City and/or its 
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designated Contractor shall not contract or agree to give special care to any section, lot 
or burial space except as above provided.  The City shall maintain the integrity of 
damaged historical markers, prior to January 1, 1875, through the perpetual care fund.   
 
 
V. OPERATIONAL REGULATIONS   
 
The following operational regulations shall apply to all areas within the cemetery: 
 
a. Corners of all lots will be marked by the City, or its designated contractor, with 

permanent markers set flush with the ground surface, and these shall not be 
disturbed. 

 
b. The erection of any fence, railing, wall, coping, curbing, trellis, or embankment, 

or the planting of any hedge, on any lot or grave is prohibited.  No cutting of 
paths shall be permitted. 

 
c. The City, or its designated contractor, shall have the right to remove from any lot 

any objects, including trees and shrubs and flower pots that are not in keeping 
with the appearance of the cemetery. 

 
d. Ironwork, seats, vases, and planters shall be allowed on lots, providing that the 

same shall be kept in good repair and well painted.  If not kept in good repair 
and painted, the Superintendent shall have power and authority to remove same 
from cemetery, and shall not be liable for any such removal. 

 
e. Planters of iron or granite for the planting of flowers will be removed from lots 

and put in storage if not filled by July 1st.  Planters so removed will be sold for 
cartage and storage charges, or destroyed, if not claimed within a period of one 
year. 

 
f. No person shall plant, cut down, remove, or trim any tree, shrub, or plant within 

the cemetery except by permission of the Superintendent, or a person authorized 
by him/her to act in his/her stead in matters pertaining to the cemetery. 

 
g. The planting of flowers on any lot, or otherwise disturbing the sod, shall release 

the City or its designated contractor from all obligation to resod without extra 
charge therefore.  The planting of spirea, rose bushes, peonies, or shrubs that 
grow over three feet in height, will not be permitted. 

 
h. As soon as flowers, floral pieces, potted plants, flags, emblems, etc., used at 

funerals or placed on grave at other times, become unsightly or faded, they will 
be removed, and no responsibility for their protection will be assumed, except for 
special groups upon notification to the City or its designated contractor. 

 
i. The Superintendent reserves the right to remove from beds, graves, vases, 

planters, or other containers, all flowers, potted plants, or other decorations, that 
are set out and then not kept properly watered, trimmed and free from weeds, 
and to do so as soon as they become objectionable. 
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VI. MONUMENTS, GRAVE MARKERS AND FOUNDATIONS  
 
MONUMENTS  
 
Monuments will be permitted only on two adjoining side by side graves under one 
ownership.  No more than one monument shall be erected on any lot. 
 
The erection of all monuments shall be subject to the following conditions: 
 
a. Each monument shall be supported on a concrete foundation not smaller than 

the base of the monument it supports.  Such foundation shall be constructed 
only by the City or its designated contractor after payment therefore has been 
made.  Foundations will be installed April to November, weather dependent, as 
determined by the Superintendent.  Requests received after November 1st will be 
held until conditions allow for installation.  

 
b. Designs for monuments must be submitted to the Superintendent or to a person 

designated by him/her to act in his/her stead, when application is made for 
construction of foundations.  A form with the size, material and design must be 
submitted to the City or its designated contractor for approval and all installation 
fees must be paid in full prior to delivery of the memorial.  

 
c. No monument of artificial stone, sandstone, limestone, or soapstone will be 

permitted. 
 
d. All contractors and workers engaged in setting monuments shall be under the 

supervision of the Superintendent or a person designated by him/her, and they 
will be held responsible for any damage resulting from their negligence or 
carelessness.  No work of setting monuments shall be started that cannot be 
completed by the end of the day following the start of such work. 

 
e. No monuments shall be allowed in the flush sections. 
 
MARKERS 
 
a. Markers shall not exceed 1 ½ feet in height and shall have a minimum horizontal 

dimension at the base of not less than half of the height.  All markers shall be in 
one piece, and shall be dressed on the bottom at right angles to the vertical axis.  
These measurements do not apply to government issue markers.  

 
b. Individual markers can be sod set without a concrete foundation. 
 
c. A form with the size, material and design must be submitted to the City or its 

designated contractor for approval and all installation fees must be paid in full 
prior to delivery of the memorial.  Installation will not occur between November 
1st and March 31st unless weather permits. 
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FLUSH MEMORIAL SECTION - F-NORTH ONLY 
 
a. No structures shall be placed or constructed by anyone other than employees of 

the City or its designated contractor in the area of Greenwood Cemetery 
designated as the “Flush Memorial Section”. 

 
b. Bronze or granite markers only, set flush with the turf, will be permitted in this 

section.  No structures which would extend above the ground level shall be 
permitted. 

 
c. A form with the size, material and design must be submitted to the City or its 

designated contractor for approval and all installation fees must be paid in full 
prior to delivery of the memorial.  Installation will not occur between November 
1st and March 31st unless weather permits. 

 
FLUSH MEMORIAL SECTION – AREAS PLOTTED AFTER JANUARY 1, 2015 
 
a. On grave spaces in Sections B, C, D, K, L, and O, all memorials on new lots 

plotted after January 1, 2015, must be installed at lawn level.  Memorials can be 
individual markers measuring 24” x 12” x 4” or 16” x 24” x 4” or companion 
memorials over two (2) graves measuring 48” x 12” x 4”.  

 
b. The memorials must be made of acceptable bronze or granite material and set at 

lawn level. 
 
c. A form with the size, material and design must be submitted to the City or its 

designated contractor for approval and all installation fees must be paid in full 
prior to delivery of the memorial.  Installation will not occur between November 
1st and March 31st unless weather permits. 

 
 
VII. FUNERALS, INTERMENTS AND DISINTERMENTS 
 
INTERMENTS 
 
No lot or burial space shall be used for any purpose other than the interment of human 
remains and the erection of appropriate memorials to the dead. 
 
No interment shall be made in Greenwood Cemetery until a proper burial permit has 
been issued, and until all other legally required permits have been issued by, and filed 
with, the proper authorities. 
 
City personnel, or its designated contractor, will provide opening and closing of grave, 
initial and periodic maintenance only, and will not be responsible for handling and 
lowering vaults or caskets.  Tents, lowering devices and other materials shall be 
furnished by the funeral director or vault company. 
 
No grave shall be dug closer than six (6) inches from the line of any lot. 
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In all full burial interments, the casket shall be enclosed in a permanent outside 
container.  Such outside container shall be installed by the funeral director, vault 
company, or the City’s designated contractor.   
 
In all interments of cremated remains, the container shall be installed by the City, its 
designated contractor, funeral director or vault company.  The size of the container 
must be submitted with the request for burial. 
 
All funerals within the cemetery shall be under the supervision of the City or its 
designated contractor.  No burials are to be made on Sunday or legal holidays, except 
by permission of the Superintendent.  Overtime charges will apply. 
 
The City must be notified through the City Clerk or its designated contractor, of the time 
and exact location of proposed interments in time to allow not less than ten (10) hours 
of daylight to prepare the grave.  If notification occurs less than 10 hours of daylight 
prior to burial, overtime charges will apply.   
 
Interments that involve preparation or follow-up work during other than regular working 
hours will be done at an additional charge for the overtime portion of the time required. 
The maximum charge shall not exceed the normal charges plus the weekend/holiday 
fee.  This fee is in addition to the normal interment or disinterment fee charged during 
regular working hours.   
 
Interments of the remains of any persons other than the owner or an immediate 
member of his/her family will be permitted only after the written consent of the owner 
or the owner’s authorized agent has been filed with the City Clerk or the City’s 
designated contractor.  In case of a minor being the owner, the guardian may give 
consent upon proof of this authority to act. 
 
Only one (1) interment in any one grave space shall be permitted, except in the case of 
a parent and infant child, two (2) children dying at about the same time, or in such 
other unusual cases as it shall seem to the Superintendent to be proper under the 
circumstances.  Such interments shall adhere to Section VIII  Burial Rights Policy. 
 
Up to two cremated remains may be placed in the same space if the owner of the grave 
space or his/her heirs purchase the right to such inurnments.  Should the owner permit 
the burial of such cremated remains, only one additional memorial shall be permitted on 
the grave space and such memorial shall not be larger than 24 x 12 x 4 inches and 
installed at lawn level.  Up to three (3) cremated remains (only) may be placed on a 
single grave space. 
 
DISINTERMENTS 
 
Disinterment of a burial shall be facilitated by a Michigan licensed funeral director.  Said 
funeral director shall obtain a permit for such removal from the local health officer of 
Oakland County.  Said funeral director shall complete the removal form as required by 
the City or its designated contractor.  Disinterment shall not commence until after 
issuance of the Oakland County permit is presented to the City or its designated 
contractor, approval for removal is granted by the City or its designated contractor, and 
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all applicable fees are paid.  Such disinterments shall only be scheduled between June 
15th and October 15th each year unless approved by the City.  The grave space where 
the disinterment occurred shall immediately be returned to a safe condition. 
 
 
VIII. BURIAL RIGHTS POLICY 
 
Lots purchased from the City after October 1, 2014:  

Full grave   
One casketed remains and two cremated remains 
- or - 
Up to three cremated remains 

Cremation grave 
3 x 2 feet  one cremated remains 
3 x 4 feet two cremated remains 

 
Lots purchased prior to October 1, 2014: 

Full grave 
One burial right per grave (To add a burial right for cremated remains, 
must purchase each additional right of burial in the grave. Up to two 
cremated remains.)        
- or - 
One cremated remains (To add a burial right for cremated remains, must 
purchase each additional right of burial in the grave. Up to two cremated 
remains.)        

 
 
IX. LOT RESALE POLICY  
 
All graves sold by the City after October 1, 2014 can only be returned to the 
City.  Such graves cannot be transferred from the original purchaser to an unrelated 
third party.  Graves can only be transferred to family according to the Rules of 
Consanguinity with supporting genealogical documentation.  
 
All graves returned to the City shall receive 50% of the original purchase price from the 
Greenwood Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund.  Upon return of the graves, the City 
may resell the graves.   
 
(For the purpose this policy, immediate family shall mean the immediate family of the 
purchaser(s) – spouse, children, grandchildren, parents, siblings, nieces/nephews, 
grandparents, aunts/uncles.) 
 
X. SCHEDULE OF FEES AND CHARGES 
 
Fees and other charges are as set forth in the Schedule of Fees, Charges, Bonds and 
Insurance. 
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XI. REVISIONS 
 
The obligations of the City as herein set forth may, from time to time, be modified by 
the Birmingham City Commission. 
 
 October 18, 1971 Resolution No. 1434-71 
 February 13, 1984 Resolution No. 02-97-84 
 February 23, 2009 Resolution No. 02-52-09 
 December 17, 2012 Resolution No. 12-356-12 
 August 10, 2015 Resolution No. 08-174-15  
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CITY OF BIRMINGHAM 
GREENWOOD CEMETERY OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES, 

CONDITIONS AND REGULATIONS 
 
 
I. DEFINITIONS: 
 
The following words and phrases, when used, the following sections shall, for the 
purposes of these sections, have the meanings respectively ascribed to them, except in 
those instances where the context clearly indicates a different meaning. 
 
a. “Cemetery” shall mean Greenwood Cemetery. 
 
b. “Superintendent” shall mean the City Manager or his/her designee. 
 
c. “Marker” shall mean a stone or object denoting the location of a grave and which 

does not exceed eighteen (18) inches in height, sixteen (16) inches in width, and 
twenty-four (24) inches in length. 

 
d. “Monument” shall denote a memorial stone or object of a size in excess of that 

of a marker. 
 
e. “Permanent outside container” shall be a container which encloses a casket.  The 

following are considered permanent outside containers: concrete boxes, 
concrete, copper or steel burial vaults. 

 
f. “Department” shall mean the Department of Public Services. 
 
g. “Memorial” shall mean monuments or markers. 
 
 
II. CONDUCT OF PERSONS 
 
Every person entering the cemetery shall be responsible for any damage caused by such 
person while within the cemetery.  No person under eighteen years of age shall enter 
the cemetery grounds unless accompanied by an adult responsible for his/her conduct, 
or unless permission has been granted by the Superintendent. 
 
No person shall: 
 
a. Enter the cemetery except through an established gate, and only during the 

hours from 8:00 A.M. to sundown. 
 
b. Deposit or leave rubbish and debris on any part of the cemetery grounds. 
 
c. Pick, mutilate, remove, or destroy any living plants or parts thereof, whether wild 

or domestic, on the cemetery grounds, except in the work of maintenance by 
City employees or its designated contractor. 

DRAFT 
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d. Break, injure, remove, or deface any monument or marker on the cemetery 

grounds. 
 
e. Bring any dog or animal into the cemetery grounds, except by permission of the 

Superintendent.  unless in compliance with applicable leash law.   
 
f. Bring or discharge any firearm on the cemetery grounds, except in the conduct 

of military funerals. 
 
g. Carry any refreshments or intoxicants into the cemetery grounds, or consume 

such while in the cemetery. 
 
h. Use any form of advertising Advertise on cemetery grounds unless permitted by 

the City. 
 
i. Conduct her/himself in any other than a quiet and respectful manner while on 

the cemetery grounds. 
 
 
III. TRAFFIC REGULATIONS 
 
All traffic laws of the City of Birmingham that are applicable to the operation of vehicles 
in cemeteries shall be strictly observed.  Every person driving a vehicle into the 
cemetery shall be responsible for any damage caused by such vehicle. 
 
No person shall: 
 
a. Drive a vehicle within the cemetery at a speed in excess of ten (10) miles per 

hour. 
 
b. Drive or park a vehicle on other than established driveways except for the 

purpose of maintenance or construction. 
 
c. Turn a vehicle around within the cemetery except by following established 

driveways. 
 
d. Use a cemetery driveway as a public thoroughfare. 
 
 
IV. MAINTENANCE AND PERPETUAL CARE 
 
The City and/or its designated Contractor shall be responsible for the maintenance and 
repair of the driveways, buildings, water system, drainage and fences.  The City and/or 
its designated Contractor shall also cut and maintain the grass areas, rake remove the 
leaves, trim and remove trees and shrubs, apply fertilizer as necessary, and in general 
maintain the cemetery as a place of natural beauty devoted to the burial of the dead. 
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The City and/or its designated Contractor shall not be responsible for any special care of 
any particular section, lot or burial space or for the maintenance or repair of any 
monument, marker or planting placed by the owner.  Further, the City and/or its 
designated Contractor shall not contract or agree to give special care to any section, lot 
or burial space except as above provided.  The City shall maintain the integrity of 
damaged historical markers, prior to January 1, 1875, through the perpetual care fund.   
 
 
V. OPERATIONAL REGULATIONS   
 
The following operational regulations shall apply to all areas within the cemetery: 
 
a. Corners of all lots will be marked by the City, or its designated contractor, with 

permanent markers set flush with the ground surface, and these shall not be 
disturbed. 

 
b. The erection of any fence, railing, wall, coping, curbing, trellis, or embankment, 

or the planting of any hedge, on any lot or grave is prohibited.  No cutting of 
paths shall be permitted. 

 
c. The City, or its designated contractor, shall have the right to remove from any lot 

any objects, including trees and shrubs and flower pots, that, in the opinion of 
the Superintendent are injurious to are not in keeping with the appearance of 
the cemetery. 

 
d. Ironwork, seats, vases, and urns planters shall be allowed on lots, providing that 

the same shall be kept in good repair and well painted.  If not kept in good 
repair and painted, the Superintendent shall have power and authority to remove 
same from cemetery, and shall not be liable for any such removal. 

 
e. Urns Planters of iron or granite for the planting of flowers will be removed from 

lots and put in storage if not filled by July 1st.  Urns Planters so removed will be 
sold for cartage and storage charges, or destroyed, if not claimed within a period 
of one year. 

 
f. No person shall plant, cut down, remove, or trim any tree, shrub, or plant within 

the cemetery except by permission of the Superintendent, or a person authorized 
by him/her to act in his/her stead in matters pertaining to the cemetery. 

 
g. The planting of flowers on any lot, or otherwise disturbing the sod, shall release 

the City or its designated contractor from all obligation to resod without extra 
charge therefore.  The planting of spirea, rose bushes, peonies, or shrubs that 
grow over three feet in height, will not be permitted. 

 
h. As soon as flowers, floral pieces, potted plants, artificial flowers, flags, emblems, 

etc., used at funerals or placed on grave at other times, become unsightly or 
faded, they will be removed, and no responsibility for their protection will be 
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assumed, except for special groups upon notification to the City or its designated 
contractor. 

 
i. The Superintendent reserves the right to remove from beds, graves, vases, urns 

planters, or other containers, all flowers, potted plants, or other decorations, that 
are set out and then not kept properly watered, trimmed and free from weeds, 
and to do so as soon as they become objectionable. 

 
 
VI. MONUMENTS, GRAVE MARKERS AND FOUNDATIONS  
 
MONUMENTS  
 
Monuments will be permitted only on lots having 90 or more square feet of area under 
one ownership two adjoining side by side graves under one ownership.  No more than 
one monument shall be erected on any lot. 
 
The erection of all monuments and markers shall be subject to the following conditions: 
 
a. Each monument or marker shall be supported on a concrete foundation not 

smaller than the base of the monument or marker it supports and not less than 
forty-two (42) inches deep below the ground surface.  Such foundation shall be 
constructed only by the City or its designated contractor after payment therefore 
has been made.  Foundations will be poured installed April to November, 
weather dependent, as determined by the Superintendent.  Requests received 
after November 1st will be held until conditions allow for installation.  

 
b c. Designs for monuments or markers must be submitted to the Superintendent or 

to a person designated by him/her to act in his/her stead, when application is 
made for construction of foundations.  A form with the size, material and design 
must be submitted to the City or its designated contractor for approval and all 
installation fees must be paid in full prior to delivery of the memorial.  

 
c d. No monument or marker of artificial stone, sandstone, limestone, or soapstone 

will be permitted. 
 
d f. All contractors and workmen workers engaged in setting monuments shall be 

under the supervision of the Superintendent or a person designated by him/her, 
and they will be held responsible for any damage resulting from their negligence 
or carelessness.  No work of setting monuments or markers shall be started that 
cannot be completed by the end of the day following the start of such work. 

 
e. No monuments shall be allowed in the flush sections. 
 
MARKERS 
 
a b. Markers shall not exceed 1 ½ feet in height and shall have a minimum horizontal 

dimension at the base of not less than half of the height.  All markers shall be in 
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one piece, and shall be dressed on the bottom at right angles to the vertical axis.  
These measurements do not apply to government issue markers.  

 
b. Individual markers can be sod set without a concrete foundation. 
 
c. A form with the size, material and design must be submitted to the City or its 

designated contractor for approval and all installation fees must be paid in full 
prior to delivery of the memorial.  Installation will not occur between November 
1st and March 31st unless weather permits. 

 
FLUSH MEMORIAL SECTION - F-NORTH ONLY 
 
a. No structures shall be placed or constructed by anyone other than employees of 

the City or its designated contractor Department of Public Services in the area of 
Greenwood Cemetery designated as the “Flush Memorial Section”. 

 
b. Bronze or granite markers only, set flush with the turf, will be permitted in this 

section.  No structures which would extend above the ground level shall be 
permitted. 

 
c. A form with the size, material and design must be submitted to the City or its 

designated contractor for approval and all installation fees must be paid in full 
prior to delivery of the memorial.  Installation will not occur between November 
1st and March 31st unless weather permits. 

 
FLUSH MEMORIAL SECTION – AREAS PLOTTED AFTER JANUARY 1, 2015 
 
a. On grave spaces in Sections B, C, D, K, L, and O, all memorials on new lots 

plotted after January 1, 2015, must be installed at lawn level.  Memorials can be 
individual markers measuring 24” x 12” x 4” or 16” x 24” x 4” or companion 
memorials over two (2) graves measuring 48” x 12” x 4”.  

 
b. The memorials must be made of acceptable bronze or granite material and set at 

lawn level. 
 
c. A form with the size, material and design must be submitted to the City or its 

designated contractor for approval and all installation fees must be paid in full 
prior to delivery of the memorial.  Installation will not occur between November 
1st and March 31st unless weather permits. 

 
 
 
VII. FUNERALS, AND INTERMENTS AND DISINTERMENTS 
 
INTERMENTS 
 
No lot or burial space shall be used for any purpose other than the interment of human 
remains and the erection of appropriate memorials to the dead. 
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No interment shall be made in Greenwood Cemetery until a proper burial permit has 
been issued, and until all other legally required permits have been issued by, and filed 
with, the proper authorities. 
 
Department City personnel, or its designated contractor, will provide opening and 
closing of grave, initial and periodic maintenance only, and will not be responsible for 
handling and lowering vaults or caskets.  Tents, lowering devices and other materials 
shall be furnished by the funeral director or vault company. 
 
No grave shall be dug closer than six (6) inches from the line of any lot. 
 
In all full burial interments, the casket shall be enclosed in a permanent outside 
container.  and Such outside container shall be installed by the funeral director, vault 
company, or the City’s designated contractor.   
 
In all interments of cremated remains, the container shall be installed by the City, its 
designated contractor, funeral director or vault company.  The size of the container 
must be submitted with the request for burial. 
 
All funerals within the cemetery shall be under the supervision of the City or its 
designated contractor Department.  No burials are to be made on Sunday or legal 
holidays, except by permission of the Superintendent.  Overtime charges will apply. 
 
The Department City must be notified through the City Clerk or its designated 
contractor, of the time and exact location of proposed interments in time to allow not 
less than ten (10) hours of daylight to prepare the grave.  If notification occurs less than 
10 hours of daylight prior to burial, overtime charges will apply.   
 
Interments that involve preparation or follow-up work during other than regular working 
hours will be done at an additional charge for the overtime portion of the time required. 
The maximum charge shall not exceed the normal charges plus the weekend/holiday 
fee.  When it is necessary to prepare for an interment or disinterment (location, opening 
and/or closing), an overtime charge will apply. This fee is in addition to the normal 
interment or disinterment fee charged during regular working hours.   
 
Interments of the remains of any persons other than the owner or an immediate 
member of his/her family will be permitted only after the written consent of the owner 
or the owner’s authorized agent has been filed with the City Clerk or the City’s 
designated contractor.  In case of a minor being the owner, the guardian may give 
consent upon proof of this authority to act. 
 
Only one (1) interment in any one grave space shall be permitted, except in the case of 
a parent and infant child, two (2) children dying at about the same time, or in such 
other unusual cases as it shall seem to the Superintendent to be proper under the 
circumstances.  Such interments shall adhere to Section VIII  Burial Rights Policy. 
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Up to two cremated remains may be placed in the same space if the owner of the grave 
space or his/her heirs purchase the right to such inurnments.  Should the owner permit 
the burial of such cremated remains, only one additional memorial shall be permitted on 
the grave space and such memorial shall not be larger than 24 x 12 x 4 inches and 
installed at lawn level.  Up to three (3) cremated remains (only) may be placed on a 
single grave space. 
 
DISINTERMENTS 
 
Disinterment of a full burial shall not be made without first obtaining a permit for the 
removal from the local health officer of Oakland County by a licensed funeral director.  
Such request for removal is to be made upon such forms as may be provided, and shall 
include such information as may be required, by the local health officer.   
 
Disinterment of a burial shall be facilitated by a Michigan licensed funeral director.  Said 
funeral director shall obtain a permit for such removal from the local health officer of 
Oakland County.  Said funeral director shall complete the removal form as required by 
the City or its designated contractor.  Disinterment shall not commence until after 
issuance of the Oakland County permit is presented to the City or its designated 
contractor, approval for removal is granted by the City or its designated contractor, and 
all applicable fees are paid.  Such disinterments shall only be scheduled between June 
15th and October 15th each year unless approved by the City.  The grave space where 
the disinterment occurred shall immediately be returned to a safe condition. 
 
 
VIII. BURIAL RIGHTS POLICY 
 
Lots purchased from the City after October 1, 2014:  

Full grave   
One casketed remains and two cremated remains 
- or - 
Up to three cremated remains 

Cremation grave 
3 x 2 feet  one cremated remains 
3 x 4 feet two cremated remains 

 
Lots purchased prior to October 1, 2014: 

Full grave 
One burial right per grave  (To add a burial right for cremated remains, 
must purchase each additional right of burial in the grave. Up to two 
cremated remains.)        
- or - 
One cremated remains (To add a burial right for cremated remains, must 
purchase each additional right of burial in the grave. Up to two cremated 
remains.)        
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IX. LOT RESALE POLICY  
 
All graves sold by the City after October 1, 2014 can only be returned to the 
City.  Such graves cannot be transferred from the original purchaser to an unrelated 
third party.  Graves can only be transferred to family according to the Rules of 
Consanguinity with supporting genealogical documentation.  
 
All graves returned to the City shall receive 50% of the original purchase price from the 
Greenwood Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund.  Upon return of the graves, the City 
may resell the graves.   
 
(For the purpose this policy, immediate family shall mean the immediate family of the 
purchaser(s) – spouse, children, grandchildren, parents, siblings, nieces/nephews, 
grandparents, aunts/uncles.) 
 
X. SCHEDULE OF FEES AND CHARGES 
 
Fees and other charges are as set forth in the City Code Schedule of Fees, Charges, 
Bonds and Insurance. 
 
 
XI. REVISIONS 
 
The obligations of the City as herein set forth may, from time to time, be modified by 
the Birmingham City Commission. 
 
• Adopted by the Birmingham City Commission October 18, 1971 Resolution No. 1434-71. 
• Adopted by the Birmingham City Commission February 13, 1984 Resolution No. 02-97-84. 
• Adopted by the Birmingham City Commission February 23, 2009 Resolution No. 02-52-09. 
• Adopted by the Birmingham City Commission December 17, 2012 Resolution No. 12-356-12 
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CITY OF BIRMINGHAM 
GREENWOOD CEMETERY OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES, 

CONDITIONS AND REGULATIONS 
 
 
I. DEFINITIONS: 
 
The following words and phrases, for the purposes of these sections, have the meanings 
respectively ascribed to them, except in those instances where the context clearly 
indicates a different meaning. 
 
a. “Cemetery” shall mean Greenwood Cemetery. 
 
b. “Superintendent” shall mean the City Manager or his/her designee. 
 
c. “Marker” shall mean a stone or object denoting the location of a grave and which 

does not exceed eighteen (18) inches in height, sixteen (16) inches in width, and 
twenty-four (24) inches in length. 

 
d. “Monument” shall denote a memorial stone or object of a size in excess of that 

of a marker. 
 
e. “Permanent outside container” shall be a container which encloses a casket.  The 

following are considered permanent outside containers: concrete boxes, 
concrete, copper or steel burial vaults. 

 
f. “Department” shall mean the Department of Public Services. 
 
g. “Memorial” shall mean monuments or markers. 
 
 
II. CONDUCT OF PERSONS 
 
Every person entering the cemetery shall be responsible for any damage caused by such 
person while within the cemetery.  No person under eighteen years of age shall enter 
the cemetery grounds unless accompanied by an adult responsible for his/her conduct, 
or unless permission has been granted by the Superintendent. 
 
No person shall: 
 
a. Enter the cemetery except through an established gate, and only during the 

hours from 8:00 A.M. to sundown. 
 
b. Deposit or leave rubbish and debris on any part of the cemetery grounds. 
 
c. Pick, mutilate, remove, or destroy any living plants or parts thereof, whether wild 

or domestic, on the cemetery grounds, except in the work of maintenance by 
City employees or its designated contractor. 
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d. Break, injure, remove, or deface any monument or marker on the cemetery 
grounds. 

 
e. Bring any dog or animal into the cemetery grounds, unless in compliance with 

applicable leash law.   
 
f. Bring or discharge any firearm on the cemetery grounds, except in the conduct 

of military funerals. 
 
g. Carry intoxicants into the cemetery grounds, or consume such while in the 

cemetery. 
 
h. Advertise on cemetery grounds unless permitted by the City. 
 
i. Conduct her/himself in any other than a quiet and respectful manner while on 

the cemetery grounds. 
 
 
III. TRAFFIC REGULATIONS 
 
All traffic laws of the City of Birmingham that are applicable to the operation of vehicles 
in cemeteries shall be strictly observed.  Every person driving a vehicle into the 
cemetery shall be responsible for any damage caused by such vehicle. 
 
No person shall: 
 
a. Drive a vehicle within the cemetery at a speed in excess of ten (10) miles per 

hour. 
 
b. Drive or park a vehicle on other than established driveways except for the 

purpose of maintenance or construction. 
 
c. Turn a vehicle around within the cemetery except by following established 

driveways. 
 
d. Use a cemetery driveway as a public thoroughfare. 
 
 
IV. MAINTENANCE AND PERPETUAL CARE 
 
The City and/or its designated Contractor shall be responsible for the maintenance and 
repair of the driveways, buildings, water system, drainage and fences.  The City and/or 
its designated Contractor shall also cut and maintain the grass areas, remove the leaves, 
trim and remove trees and shrubs, apply fertilizer as necessary, and in general maintain 
the cemetery as a place of natural beauty devoted to the burial of the dead. 
 
The City and/or its designated Contractor shall not be responsible for any special care of 
any particular section, lot or burial space or for the maintenance or repair of any 
monument, marker or planting placed by the owner.  Further, the City and/or its 
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designated Contractor shall not contract or agree to give special care to any section, lot 
or burial space except as above provided.  The City shall maintain the integrity of 
damaged historical markers, prior to January 1, 1875, through the perpetual care fund.   
 
 
V. OPERATIONAL REGULATIONS   
 
The following operational regulations shall apply to all areas within the cemetery: 
 
a. Corners of all lots will be marked by the City, or its designated contractor, with 

permanent markers set flush with the ground surface, and these shall not be 
disturbed. 

 
b. The erection of any fence, railing, wall, coping, curbing, trellis, or embankment, 

or the planting of any hedge, on any lot or grave is prohibited.  No cutting of 
paths shall be permitted. 

 
c. The City, or its designated contractor, shall have the right to remove from any lot 

any objects, including trees and shrubs and flower pots that are not in keeping 
with the appearance of the cemetery. 

 
d. Ironwork, seats, vases, and planters shall be allowed on lots, providing that the 

same shall be kept in good repair and well painted.  If not kept in good repair 
and painted, the Superintendent shall have power and authority to remove same 
from cemetery, and shall not be liable for any such removal. 

 
e. Planters of iron or granite for the planting of flowers will be removed from lots 

and put in storage if not filled by July 1st.  Planters so removed will be sold for 
cartage and storage charges, or destroyed, if not claimed within a period of one 
year. 

 
f. No person shall plant, cut down, remove, or trim any tree, shrub, or plant within 

the cemetery except by permission of the Superintendent, or a person authorized 
by him/her to act in his/her stead in matters pertaining to the cemetery. 

 
g. The planting of flowers on any lot, or otherwise disturbing the sod, shall release 

the City or its designated contractor from all obligation to resod without extra 
charge therefore.  The planting of spirea, rose bushes, peonies, or shrubs that 
grow over three feet in height, will not be permitted. 

 
h. As soon as flowers, floral pieces, potted plants, flags, emblems, etc., used at 

funerals or placed on grave at other times, become unsightly or faded, they will 
be removed, and no responsibility for their protection will be assumed, except for 
special groups upon notification to the City or its designated contractor. 

 
i. The Superintendent reserves the right to remove from beds, graves, vases, 

planters, or other containers, all flowers, potted plants, or other decorations, that 
are set out and then not kept properly watered, trimmed and free from weeds, 
and to do so as soon as they become objectionable. 
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VI. MONUMENTS, GRAVE MARKERS AND FOUNDATIONS  
 
MONUMENTS  
 
Monuments will be permitted only on two adjoining side by side graves under one 
ownership.  No more than one monument shall be erected on any lot. 
 
The erection of all monuments shall be subject to the following conditions: 
 
a. Each monument shall be supported on a concrete foundation not smaller than 

the base of the monument it supports.  Such foundation shall be constructed 
only by the City or its designated contractor after payment therefore has been 
made.  Foundations will be installed April to November, weather dependent, as 
determined by the Superintendent.  Requests received after November 1st will be 
held until conditions allow for installation.  

 
b. Designs for monuments must be submitted to the Superintendent or to a person 

designated by him/her to act in his/her stead, when application is made for 
construction of foundations.  A form with the size, material and design must be 
submitted to the City or its designated contractor for approval and all installation 
fees must be paid in full prior to delivery of the memorial.  

 
c. No monument of artificial stone, sandstone, limestone, or soapstone will be 

permitted. 
 
d. All contractors and workers engaged in setting monuments shall be under the 

supervision of the Superintendent or a person designated by him/her, and they 
will be held responsible for any damage resulting from their negligence or 
carelessness.  No work of setting monuments shall be started that cannot be 
completed by the end of the day following the start of such work. 

 
e. No monuments shall be allowed in the flush sections. 
 
MARKERS 
 
a. Markers shall not exceed 1 ½ feet in height and shall have a minimum horizontal 

dimension at the base of not less than half of the height.  All markers shall be in 
one piece, and shall be dressed on the bottom at right angles to the vertical axis.  
These measurements do not apply to government issue markers.  

 
b. Individual markers can be sod set without a concrete foundation. 
 
c. A form with the size, material and design must be submitted to the City or its 

designated contractor for approval and all installation fees must be paid in full 
prior to delivery of the memorial.  Installation will not occur between November 
1st and March 31st unless weather permits. 
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FLUSH MEMORIAL SECTION – AREAS PLOTTED AFTER JANUARY 1, 2015 
 
a. On grave spaces in Sections B, C, D, K, L, and O, all memorials on new lots 

plotted after January 1, 2015, must be installed at lawn level.  Memorials can be 
individual markers measuring 24” x 12” x 4” or 16” x 24” x 4” or companion 
memorials over two (2) graves measuring 48” x 12” x 4”.  

 
b. The memorials must be made of acceptable bronze or granite material and set at 

lawn level. 
 
c. A form with the size, material and design must be submitted to the City or its 

designated contractor for approval and all installation fees must be paid in full 
prior to delivery of the memorial.  Installation will not occur between November 
1st and March 31st unless weather permits. 

 
 
VII. FUNERALS, INTERMENTS AND DISINTERMENTS 
 
INTERMENTS 
 
No lot or burial space shall be used for any purpose other than the interment of human 
remains and the erection of appropriate memorials to the dead. 
 
No interment shall be made in Greenwood Cemetery until a proper burial permit has 
been issued, and until all other legally required permits have been issued by, and filed 
with, the proper authorities. 
 
City personnel, or its designated contractor, will provide opening and closing of grave, 
initial and periodic maintenance only, and will not be responsible for handling and 
lowering vaults or caskets.  Tents, lowering devices and other materials shall be 
furnished by the funeral director or vault company. 
 
No grave shall be dug closer than six (6) inches from the line of any lot. 
 
In all full burial interments, the casket shall be enclosed in a permanent outside 
container.  Such outside container shall be installed by the funeral director, vault 
company, or the City’s designated contractor.   
 
In all interments of cremated remains, the container shall be installed by the City, its 
designated contractor, funeral director or vault company.  The size of the container 
must be submitted with the request for burial. 
 
All funerals within the cemetery shall be under the supervision of the City or its 
designated contractor.  No burials are to be made on Sunday or legal holidays, except 
by permission of the Superintendent.  Overtime charges will apply. 
 
The City must be notified through the City Clerk or its designated contractor, of the time 
and exact location of proposed interments in time to allow not less than ten (10) hours 
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of daylight to prepare the grave.  If notification occurs less than 10 hours of daylight 
prior to burial, overtime charges will apply.   
 
Interments that involve preparation or follow-up work during other than regular working 
hours will be done at an additional charge for the overtime portion of the time required. 
The maximum charge shall not exceed the normal charges plus the weekend/holiday 
fee.  This fee is in addition to the normal interment or disinterment fee charged during 
regular working hours.   
 
Interments of the remains of any persons other than the owner or an immediate 
member of his/her family will be permitted only after the written consent of the owner 
or the owner’s authorized agent has been filed with the City Clerk or the City’s 
designated contractor.  In case of a minor being the owner, the guardian may give 
consent upon proof of this authority to act. 
 
Only one (1) interment in any one grave space shall be permitted, except in the case of 
a parent and infant child, two (2) children dying at about the same time, or in such 
other unusual cases as it shall seem to the Superintendent to be proper under the 
circumstances.  Such interments shall adhere to Section VIII  Burial Rights Policy. 
 
Up to two cremated remains may be placed in the same space if the owner of the grave 
space or his/her heirs purchase the right to such inurnments.  Should the owner permit 
the burial of such cremated remains, only one additional memorial shall be permitted on 
the grave space and such memorial shall not be larger than 24 x 12 x 4 inches and 
installed at lawn level.  Up to three (3) cremated remains (only) may be placed on a 
single grave space. 
 
DISINTERMENTS 
 
Disinterment of a burial shall be facilitated by a Michigan licensed funeral director.  Said 
funeral director shall obtain a permit for such removal from the local health officer of 
Oakland County.  Said funeral director shall complete the removal form as required by 
the City or its designated contractor.  Disinterment shall not commence until after 
issuance of the Oakland County permit is presented to the City or its designated 
contractor, approval for removal is granted by the City or its designated contractor, and 
all applicable fees are paid.  Such disinterments shall only be scheduled between June 
15th and October 15th each year unless approved by the City.  The grave space where 
the disinterment occurred shall immediately be returned to a safe condition. 
 
 
VIII. BURIAL RIGHTS POLICY 
 
Lots purchased from the City after October 1, 2014:  

Full grave   
One casketed remains and two cremated remains 
- or - 
Up to three cremated remains 

Cremation grave 
3 x 2 feet  one cremated remains 
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3 x 4 feet two cremated remains 
 
Lots purchased prior to October 1, 2014: 

Full grave 
One burial right per grave (To add a burial right for cremated remains, 
must purchase each additional right of burial in the grave. Up to two 
cremated remains.)        
- or - 
One cremated remains (To add a burial right for cremated remains, must 
purchase each additional right of burial in the grave. Up to two cremated 
remains.)        

 
 
IX. LOT RESALE POLICY  
 
All graves sold by the City after October 1, 2014 can only be returned to the 
City.  Such graves cannot be transferred from the original purchaser to an unrelated 
third party.  Graves can only be transferred to family according to the Rules of 
Consanguinity with supporting genealogical documentation.  
 
All graves returned to the City shall receive 50% of the original purchase price from the 
Greenwood Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund.  Upon return of the graves, the City 
may resell the graves.   
 
(For the purpose this policy, immediate family shall mean the immediate family of the 
purchaser(s) – spouse, children, grandchildren, parents, siblings, nieces/nephews, 
grandparents, aunts/uncles, step-children.) 
 
X. SCHEDULE OF FEES AND CHARGES 
 
Fees and other charges are as set forth in the Schedule of Fees, Charges, Bonds and 
Insurance. 
 
 
 
XI. REVISIONS 
 
The obligations of the City as herein set forth may, from time to time, be modified by 
the Birmingham City Commission. 
 
• October 18, 1971 Resolution No. 1434-71 
• February 13, 1984 Resolution No. 02-97-84 
• February 23, 2009 Resolution No. 02-52-09 
• December 17, 2012 Resolution No. 12-356-12 
• August 10, 2015 Resolution No. 08-174-15  
• March 27, 2017 Resolution No. 03-82-17 (and confirmed by Greenwood Cemetery Advisory 

Board on May 5, 2017). 
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CITY OF BIRMINGHAM 
GREENWOOD CEMETERY OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES, 

CONDITIONS AND REGULATIONS 
 
 
I. DEFINITIONS: 
 
The following words and phrases, for the purposes of these sections, have the meanings 
respectively ascribed to them, except in those instances where the context clearly 
indicates a different meaning. 
 
a. “Cemetery” shall mean Greenwood Cemetery. 
 
b. “Superintendent” shall mean the City Manager or his/her designee. 
 
c. “Marker” shall mean a stone or object denoting the location of a grave and which 

does not exceed eighteen (18) inches in height, sixteen (16) inches in width, and 
twenty-four (24) inches in length. 

 
d. “Monument” shall denote a memorial stone or object of a size in excess of that 

of a marker. 
 
e. “Permanent outside container” shall be a container which encloses a casket.  The 

following are considered permanent outside containers: concrete boxes, 
concrete, copper or steel burial vaults. 

 
f. “Department” shall mean the Department of Public Services. 
 
g. “Memorial” shall mean monuments or markers. 
 
 
II. CONDUCT OF PERSONS 
 
Every person entering the cemetery shall be responsible for any damage caused by such 
person while within the cemetery.  No person under eighteen years of age shall enter 
the cemetery grounds unless accompanied by an adult responsible for his/her conduct, 
or unless permission has been granted by the Superintendent. 
 
No person shall: 
 
a. Enter the cemetery except through an established gate, and only during the 

hours from 8:00 A.M. to sundown. 
 
b. Deposit or leave rubbish and debris on any part of the cemetery grounds. 
 
c. Pick, mutilate, remove, or destroy any living plants or parts thereof, whether wild 

or domestic, on the cemetery grounds, except in the work of maintenance by 
City employees or its designated contractor. 
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d. Break, injure, remove, or deface any monument or marker on the cemetery 
grounds. 

 
e. Bring any dog or animal into the cemetery grounds, unless in compliance with 

applicable leash law.   
 
f. Bring or discharge any firearm on the cemetery grounds, except in the conduct 

of military funerals. 
 
g. Carry intoxicants into the cemetery grounds, or consume such while in the 

cemetery. 
 
h. Advertise on cemetery grounds unless permitted by the City. 
 
i. Conduct her/himself in any other than a quiet and respectful manner while on 

the cemetery grounds. 
 
 
III. TRAFFIC REGULATIONS 
 
All traffic laws of the City of Birmingham that are applicable to the operation of vehicles 
in cemeteries shall be strictly observed.  Every person driving a vehicle into the 
cemetery shall be responsible for any damage caused by such vehicle. 
 
No person shall: 
 
a. Drive a vehicle within the cemetery at a speed in excess of ten (10) miles per 

hour. 
 
b. Drive or park a vehicle on other than established driveways except for the 

purpose of maintenance or construction. 
 
c. Turn a vehicle around within the cemetery except by following established 

driveways. 
 
d. Use a cemetery driveway as a public thoroughfare. 
 
 
IV. MAINTENANCE AND PERPETUAL CARE 
 
The City and/or its designated Contractor shall be responsible for the maintenance and 
repair of the driveways, buildings, water system, drainage and fences.  The City and/or 
its designated Contractor shall also cut and maintain the grass areas, remove the leaves, 
trim and remove trees and shrubs, apply fertilizer as necessary, and in general maintain 
the cemetery as a place of natural beauty devoted to the burial of the dead. 
 
The City and/or its designated Contractor shall not be responsible for any special care of 
any particular section, lot or burial space or for the maintenance or repair of any 
monument, marker or planting placed by the owner.  Further, the City and/or its 
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designated Contractor shall not contract or agree to give special care to any section, lot 
or burial space except as above provided.  The City shall maintain the integrity of 
damaged historical markers, prior to January 1, 1875, through the perpetual care fund.   
 
 
V. OPERATIONAL REGULATIONS   
 
The following operational regulations shall apply to all areas within the cemetery: 
 
a. Corners of all lots will be marked by the City, or its designated contractor, with 

permanent markers set flush with the ground surface, and these shall not be 
disturbed. 

 
b. The erection of any fence, railing, wall, coping, curbing, trellis, or embankment, 

or the planting of any hedge, on any lot or grave is prohibited.  No cutting of 
paths shall be permitted. 

 
c. The City, or its designated contractor, shall have the right to remove from any lot 

any objects, including trees and shrubs and flower pots that are not in keeping 
with the appearance of the cemetery. 

 
d. Ironwork, seats, vases, and planters shall be allowed on lots, providing that the 

same shall be kept in good repair and well painted.  If not kept in good repair 
and painted, the Superintendent shall have power and authority to remove same 
from cemetery, and shall not be liable for any such removal. 

 
e. Planters of iron or granite for the planting of flowers will be removed from lots 

and put in storage if not filled by July 1st.  Planters so removed will be sold for 
cartage and storage charges, or destroyed, if not claimed within a period of one 
year. 

 
f. No person shall plant, cut down, remove, or trim any tree, shrub, or plant within 

the cemetery except by permission of the Superintendent, or a person authorized 
by him/her to act in his/her stead in matters pertaining to the cemetery. 

 
g. The planting of flowers on any lot, or otherwise disturbing the sod, shall release 

the City or its designated contractor from all obligation to resod without extra 
charge therefore.  The planting of spirea, rose bushes, peonies, or shrubs that 
grow over three feet in height, will not be permitted. 

 
h. As soon as flowers, floral pieces, potted plants, flags, emblems, etc., used at 

funerals or placed on grave at other times, become unsightly or faded, they will 
be removed, and no responsibility for their protection will be assumed, except for 
special groups upon notification to the City or its designated contractor. 

 
i. The Superintendent reserves the right to remove from beds, graves, vases, 

planters, or other containers, all flowers, potted plants, or other decorations, that 
are set out and then not kept properly watered, trimmed and free from weeds, 
and to do so as soon as they become objectionable. 
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VI. MONUMENTS, GRAVE MARKERS AND FOUNDATIONS  
 
MONUMENTS  
 
Monuments will be permitted only on two adjoining side by side graves under one 
ownership.  No more than one monument shall be erected on any lot. 
 
The erection of all monuments shall be subject to the following conditions: 
 
a. Each monument shall be supported on a concrete foundation not smaller than 

the base of the monument it supports.  Such foundation shall be constructed 
only by the City or its designated contractor after payment therefore has been 
made.  Foundations will be installed April to November, weather dependent, as 
determined by the Superintendent.  Requests received after November 1st will be 
held until conditions allow for installation.  

 
b. Designs for monuments must be submitted to the Superintendent or to a person 

designated by him/her to act in his/her stead, when application is made for 
construction of foundations.  A form with the size, material and design must be 
submitted to the City or its designated contractor for approval and all installation 
fees must be paid in full prior to delivery of the memorial.  

 
c. No monument of artificial stone, sandstone, limestone, or soapstone will be 

permitted. 
 
d. All contractors and workers engaged in setting monuments shall be under the 

supervision of the Superintendent or a person designated by him/her, and they 
will be held responsible for any damage resulting from their negligence or 
carelessness.  No work of setting monuments shall be started that cannot be 
completed by the end of the day following the start of such work. 

 
e. No monuments shall be allowed in the flush sections. 
 
MARKERS 
 
a. Markers shall not exceed 1 ½ feet in height and shall have a minimum horizontal 

dimension at the base of not less than half of the height.  All markers shall be in 
one piece, and shall be dressed on the bottom at right angles to the vertical axis.  
These measurements do not apply to government issue markers.  

 
b. Individual markers can be sod set without a concrete foundation. 
 
c. A form with the size, material and design must be submitted to the City or its 

designated contractor for approval and all installation fees must be paid in full 
prior to delivery of the memorial.  Installation will not occur between November 
1st and March 31st unless weather permits. 
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FLUSH MEMORIAL SECTION - F-NORTH ONLY 
 
a. No structures shall be placed or constructed by anyone other than employees of 

the City or its designated contractor in the area of Greenwood Cemetery 
designated as the “Flush Memorial Section”. 

 
b. Bronze or granite markers only, set flush with the turf, will be permitted in this 

section.  No structures which would extend above the ground level shall be 
permitted. 

 
c. A form with the size, material and design must be submitted to the City or its 

designated contractor for approval and all installation fees must be paid in full 
prior to delivery of the memorial.  Installation will not occur between November 
1st and March 31st unless weather permits. 

 
FLUSH MEMORIAL SECTION – AREAS PLOTTED AFTER JANUARY 1, 2015 
 
a. On grave spaces in Sections B, C, D, K, L, and O, all memorials on new lots 

plotted after January 1, 2015, must be installed at lawn level.  Memorials can be 
individual markers measuring 24” x 12” x 4” or 16” x 24” x 4” or companion 
memorials over two (2) graves measuring 48” x 12” x 4”.  

 
b. The memorials must be made of acceptable bronze or granite material and set at 

lawn level. 
 
c. A form with the size, material and design must be submitted to the City or its 

designated contractor for approval and all installation fees must be paid in full 
prior to delivery of the memorial.  Installation will not occur between November 
1st and March 31st unless weather permits. 

 
 
VII. FUNERALS, INTERMENTS AND DISINTERMENTS 
 
INTERMENTS 
 
No lot or burial space shall be used for any purpose other than the interment of human 
remains and the erection of appropriate memorials to the dead. 
 
No interment shall be made in Greenwood Cemetery until a proper burial permit has 
been issued, and until all other legally required permits have been issued by, and filed 
with, the proper authorities. 
 
City personnel, or its designated contractor, will provide opening and closing of grave, 
initial and periodic maintenance only, and will not be responsible for handling and 
lowering vaults or caskets.  Tents, lowering devices and other materials shall be 
furnished by the funeral director or vault company. 
 
No grave shall be dug closer than six (6) inches from the line of any lot. 
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In all full burial interments, the casket shall be enclosed in a permanent outside 
container.  Such outside container shall be installed by the funeral director, vault 
company, or the City’s designated contractor.   
 
In all interments of cremated remains, the container shall be installed by the City, its 
designated contractor, funeral director or vault company.  The size of the container 
must be submitted with the request for burial. 
 
All funerals within the cemetery shall be under the supervision of the City or its 
designated contractor.  No burials are to be made on Sunday or legal holidays, except 
by permission of the Superintendent.  Overtime charges will apply. 
 
The City must be notified through the City Clerk or its designated contractor, of the time 
and exact location of proposed interments in time to allow not less than ten (10) hours 
of daylight to prepare the grave.  If notification occurs less than 10 hours of daylight 
prior to burial, overtime charges will apply.   
 
Interments that involve preparation or follow-up work during other than regular working 
hours will be done at an additional charge for the overtime portion of the time required. 
The maximum charge shall not exceed the normal charges plus the weekend/holiday 
fee.  This fee is in addition to the normal interment or disinterment fee charged during 
regular working hours.   
 
Interments of the remains of any persons other than the owner or an immediate 
member of his/her family will be permitted only after the written consent of the owner 
or the owner’s authorized agent has been filed with the City Clerk or the City’s 
designated contractor.  In case of a minor being the owner, the guardian may give 
consent upon proof of this authority to act. 
 
Only one (1) interment in any one grave space shall be permitted, except in the case of 
a parent and infant child, two (2) children dying at about the same time, or in such 
other unusual cases as it shall seem to the Superintendent to be proper under the 
circumstances.  Such interments shall adhere to Section VIII  Burial Rights Policy. 
 
Up to two cremated remains may be placed in the same space if the owner of the grave 
space or his/her heirs purchase the right to such inurnments.  Should the owner permit 
the burial of such cremated remains, only one additional memorial shall be permitted on 
the grave space and such memorial shall not be larger than 24 x 12 x 4 inches and 
installed at lawn level.  Up to three (3) cremated remains (only) may be placed on a 
single grave space. 
 
DISINTERMENTS 
 
Disinterment of a burial shall be facilitated by a Michigan licensed funeral director.  Said 
funeral director shall obtain a permit for such removal from the local health officer of 
Oakland County.  Said funeral director shall complete the removal form as required by 
the City or its designated contractor.  Disinterment shall not commence until after 
issuance of the Oakland County permit is presented to the City or its designated 
contractor, approval for removal is granted by the City or its designated contractor, and 
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all applicable fees are paid.  Such disinterments shall only be scheduled between June 
15th and October 15th each year unless approved by the City.  The grave space where 
the disinterment occurred shall immediately be returned to a safe condition. 
 
 
VIII. BURIAL RIGHTS POLICY 
 
Lots purchased from the City after October 1, 2014:  

Full grave   
One casketed remains and two cremated remains 
- or - 
Up to three cremated remains 

Cremation grave 
3 x 2 feet  one cremated remains 
3 x 4 feet two cremated remains 

 
Lots purchased prior to October 1, 2014: 

Full grave 
One burial right per grave (To add a burial right for cremated remains, 
must purchase each additional right of burial in the grave. Up to two 
cremated remains.)        
- or - 
One cremated remains (To add a burial right for cremated remains, must 
purchase each additional right of burial in the grave. Up to two cremated 
remains.)        

 
 
IX. LOT RESALE POLICY  
 
All graves sold by the City after October 1, 2014 can only be returned to the 
City.  Such graves cannot be transferred from the original purchaser to an unrelated 
third party.  Graves can only be transferred to family according to the Rules of 
Consanguinity with supporting genealogical documentation.  
 
All graves returned to the City shall receive 50% of the original purchase price from the 
Greenwood Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund.  Upon return of the graves, the City 
may resell the graves.   
 
(For the purpose this policy, immediate family shall mean the immediate family of the 
purchaser(s) – spouse, children, grandchildren, parents, siblings, nieces/nephews, 
grandparents, aunts/uncles, step-children.) 
 
X. SCHEDULE OF FEES AND CHARGES 
 
Fees and other charges are as set forth in the Schedule of Fees, Charges, Bonds and 
Insurance. 
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XI. REVISIONS 
 
The obligations of the City as herein set forth may, from time to time, be modified by 
the Birmingham City Commission. 
 
• October 18, 1971 Resolution No. 1434-71 
• February 13, 1984 Resolution No. 02-97-84 
• February 23, 2009 Resolution No. 02-52-09 
• December 17, 2012 Resolution No. 12-356-12 
• August 10, 2015 Resolution No. 08-174-15  
• March 27, 2017 Resolution No. 03-82-17 (and confirmed by Greenwood Cemetery Advisory 

Board on May 5, 2017). 
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CITY OF BIRMINGHAM 
GREENWOOD CEMETERY OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES, 

CONDITIONS AND REGULATIONS 
 
 
I. DEFINITIONS: 
 
The following words and phrases, for the purposes of these sections, have the meanings 
respectively ascribed to them, except in those instances where the context clearly 
indicates a different meaning. 
 
a. “Cemetery” shall mean Greenwood Cemetery. 
 
b. “Superintendent” shall mean the City Manager or his/her designee. 
 
c. “Marker” shall mean a stone or object denoting the location of a grave and which 

does not exceed eighteen (18) inches in height, sixteen (16) inches in width, and 
twenty-four (24) inches in length. 

 
d. “Monument” shall denote a memorial stone or object of a size in excess of that 

of a marker. 
 
e. “Permanent outside container” shall be a container which encloses a casket.  The 

following are considered permanent outside containers: concrete boxes, 
concrete, copper or steel burial vaults. 

 
f. “Department” shall mean the Department of Public Services. 
 
g. “Memorial” shall mean monuments or markers. 
 
 
II. CONDUCT OF PERSONS 
 
Every person entering the cemetery shall be responsible for any damage caused by such 
person while within the cemetery.  No person under eighteen years of age shall enter 
the cemetery grounds unless accompanied by an adult responsible for his/her conduct, 
or unless permission has been granted by the Superintendent. 
 
No person shall: 
 
a. Enter the cemetery except through an established gate, and only during the 

hours from 8:00 A.M. to sundown. 
 
b. Deposit or leave rubbish and debris on any part of the cemetery grounds. 
 
c. Pick, mutilate, remove, or destroy any living plants or parts thereof, whether wild 

or domestic, on the cemetery grounds, except in the work of maintenance by 
City employees or its designated contractor. 
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d. Break, injure, remove, or deface any monument or marker on the cemetery 
grounds. 

 
e. Bring any dog or animal into the cemetery grounds, unless in compliance with 

applicable leash law.   
 
f. Bring or discharge any firearm on the cemetery grounds, except in the conduct 

of military funerals. 
 
g. Carry intoxicants into the cemetery grounds, or consume such while in the 

cemetery. 
 
h. Advertise on cemetery grounds unless permitted by the City. 
 
i. Conduct her/himself in any other than a quiet and respectful manner while on 

the cemetery grounds. 
 
 
III. TRAFFIC REGULATIONS 
 
All traffic laws of the City of Birmingham that are applicable to the operation of vehicles 
in cemeteries shall be strictly observed.  Every person driving a vehicle into the 
cemetery shall be responsible for any damage caused by such vehicle. 
 
No person shall: 
 
a. Drive a vehicle within the cemetery at a speed in excess of ten (10) miles per 

hour. 
 
b. Drive or park a vehicle on other than established driveways except for the 

purpose of maintenance or construction. 
 
c. Turn a vehicle around within the cemetery except by following established 

driveways. 
 
d. Use a cemetery driveway as a public thoroughfare. 
 
 
IV. MAINTENANCE AND PERPETUAL CARE 
 
The City and/or its designated Contractor shall be responsible for the maintenance and 
repair of the driveways, buildings, water system, drainage and fences.  The City and/or 
its designated Contractor shall also cut and maintain the grass areas, remove the leaves, 
trim and remove trees and shrubs, apply fertilizer as necessary, and in general maintain 
the cemetery as a place of natural beauty devoted to the burial of the dead. 
 
The City and/or its designated Contractor shall not be responsible for any special care of 
any particular section, lot or burial space or for the maintenance or repair of any 
monument, marker or planting placed by the owner.  Further, the City and/or its 
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designated Contractor shall not contract or agree to give special care to any section, lot 
or burial space except as above provided.  The City shall maintain the integrity of 
damaged historical markers, prior to January 1, 1875, through the perpetual care fund.   
 
 
V. OPERATIONAL REGULATIONS   
 
The following operational regulations shall apply to all areas within the cemetery: 
 
a. Corners of all lots will be marked by the City, or its designated contractor, with 

permanent markers set flush with the ground surface, and these shall not be 
disturbed. 

 
b. The erection of any fence, railing, wall, coping, curbing, trellis, or embankment, 

or the planting of any hedge, on any lot or grave is prohibited.  No cutting of 
paths shall be permitted. 

 
c. The City, or its designated contractor, shall have the right to remove from any lot 

any objects, including trees and shrubs and flower pots that are not in keeping 
with the appearance of the cemetery. 

 
d. Ironwork, seats, vases, and planters shall be allowed on lots, providing that the 

same shall be kept in good repair and well painted.  If not kept in good repair 
and painted, the Superintendent shall have power and authority to remove same 
from cemetery, and shall not be liable for any such removal. 

 
e. Planters of iron or granite for the planting of flowers will be removed from lots 

and put in storage if not filled by July 1st.  Planters so removed will be sold for 
cartage and storage charges, or destroyed, if not claimed within a period of one 
year. 

 
f. No person shall plant, cut down, remove, or trim any tree, shrub, or plant within 

the cemetery except by permission of the Superintendent, or a person authorized 
by him/her to act in his/her stead in matters pertaining to the cemetery. 

 
g. The planting of flowers on any lot, or otherwise disturbing the sod, shall release 

the City or its designated contractor from all obligation to resod without extra 
charge therefore.  The planting of spirea, rose bushes, peonies, or shrubs that 
grow over three feet in height, will not be permitted. 

 
h. As soon as flowers, floral pieces, potted plants, flags, emblems, etc., used at 

funerals or placed on grave at other times, become unsightly or faded, they will 
be removed, and no responsibility for their protection will be assumed, except for 
special groups upon notification to the City or its designated contractor. 

 
i. The Superintendent reserves the right to remove from beds, graves, vases, 

planters, or other containers, all flowers, potted plants, or other decorations, that 
are set out and then not kept properly watered, trimmed and free from weeds, 
and to do so as soon as they become objectionable. 
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VI. MONUMENTS, GRAVE MARKERS AND FOUNDATIONS  
 
MONUMENTS  
 
Monuments will be permitted only on two adjoining side by side graves under one 
ownership.  No more than one monument shall be erected on any lot. 
 
The erection of all monuments shall be subject to the following conditions: 
 
a. Each monument shall be supported on a concrete foundation not smaller than 

the base of the monument it supports.  Such foundation shall be constructed 
only by the City or its designated contractor after payment therefore has been 
made.  Foundations will be installed April to November, weather dependent, as 
determined by the Superintendent.  Requests received after November 1st will be 
held until conditions allow for installation.  

 
b. Designs for monuments must be submitted to the Superintendent or to a person 

designated by him/her to act in his/her stead, when application is made for 
construction of foundations.  A form with the size, material and design must be 
submitted to the City or its designated contractor for approval and all installation 
fees must be paid in full prior to delivery of the memorial.  

 
c. No monument of artificial stone, sandstone, limestone, or soapstone will be 

permitted. 
 
d. All contractors and workers engaged in setting monuments shall be under the 

supervision of the Superintendent or a person designated by him/her, and they 
will be held responsible for any damage resulting from their negligence or 
carelessness.  No work of setting monuments shall be started that cannot be 
completed by the end of the day following the start of such work. 

 
e. No monuments shall be allowed in the flush sections. 
 
MARKERS 
 
a. Markers shall not exceed 1 ½ feet in height and shall have a minimum horizontal 

dimension at the base of not less than half of the height.  All markers shall be in 
one piece, and shall be dressed on the bottom at right angles to the vertical axis.  
These measurements do not apply to government issue markers.  

 
b. Individual markers can be sod set without a concrete foundation. 
 
c. A form with the size, material and design must be submitted to the City or its 

designated contractor for approval and all installation fees must be paid in full 
prior to delivery of the memorial.  Installation will not occur between November 
1st and March 31st unless weather permits. 
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FLUSH MEMORIAL SECTION – AREAS PLOTTED AFTER JANUARY 1, 2015 
 
a. On grave spaces in Sections B, C, D, K, L, and O, all memorials on new lots 

plotted after January 1, 2015, must be installed at lawn level.  Memorials can be 
individual markers measuring 24” x 12” x 4” or 16” x 24” x 4” or companion 
memorials over two (2) graves measuring 48” x 12” x 4”.  

 
b. The memorials must be made of acceptable bronze or granite material and set at 

lawn level. 
 
c. A form with the size, material and design must be submitted to the City or its 

designated contractor for approval and all installation fees must be paid in full 
prior to delivery of the memorial.  Installation will not occur between November 
1st and March 31st unless weather permits. 

 
 
VII. FUNERALS, INTERMENTS AND DISINTERMENTS 
 
INTERMENTS 
 
No lot or burial space shall be used for any purpose other than the interment of human 
remains and the erection of appropriate memorials to the dead. 
 
No interment shall be made in Greenwood Cemetery until a proper burial permit has 
been issued, and until all other legally required permits have been issued by, and filed 
with, the proper authorities. 
 
City personnel, or its designated contractor, will provide opening and closing of grave, 
initial and periodic maintenance only, and will not be responsible for handling and 
lowering vaults or caskets.  Tents, lowering devices and other materials shall be 
furnished by the funeral director or vault company. 
 
No grave shall be dug closer than six (6) inches from the line of any lot. 
 
In all full burial interments, the casket shall be enclosed in a permanent outside 
container.  Such outside container shall be installed by the funeral director, vault 
company, or the City’s designated contractor.   
 
In all interments of cremated remains, the container shall be installed by the City, its 
designated contractor, funeral director or vault company.  The size of the container 
must be submitted with the request for burial. 
 
All funerals within the cemetery shall be under the supervision of the City or its 
designated contractor.  No burials are to be made on Sunday or legal holidays, except 
by permission of the Superintendent.  Overtime charges will apply. 
 
The City must be notified through the City Clerk or its designated contractor, of the time 
and exact location of proposed interments in time to allow not less than ten (10) hours 
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of daylight to prepare the grave.  If notification occurs less than 10 hours of daylight 
prior to burial, overtime charges will apply.   
 
Interments that involve preparation or follow-up work during other than regular working 
hours will be done at an additional charge for the overtime portion of the time required. 
The maximum charge shall not exceed the normal charges plus the weekend/holiday 
fee.  This fee is in addition to the normal interment or disinterment fee charged during 
regular working hours.   
 
Interments of the remains of any persons other than the owner or an immediate 
member of his/her family will be permitted only after the written consent of the owner 
or the owner’s authorized agent has been filed with the City Clerk or the City’s 
designated contractor.  In case of a minor being the owner, the guardian may give 
consent upon proof of this authority to act. 
 
Only one (1) interment in any one grave space shall be permitted, except in the case of 
a parent and infant child, two (2) children dying at about the same time, or in such 
other unusual cases as it shall seem to the Superintendent to be proper under the 
circumstances.  Such interments shall adhere to Section VIII  Burial Rights Policy. 
 
Up to two cremated remains may be placed in the same space if the owner of the grave 
space or his/her heirs purchase the right to such inurnments.  Should the owner permit 
the burial of such cremated remains, only one additional memorial shall be permitted on 
the grave space and such memorial shall not be larger than 24 x 12 x 4 inches and 
installed at lawn level.  Up to three (3) cremated remains (only) may be placed on a 
single grave space. 
 
DISINTERMENTS 
 
Disinterment of a burial shall be facilitated by a Michigan licensed funeral director.  Said 
funeral director shall obtain a permit for such removal from the local health officer of 
Oakland County.  Said funeral director shall complete the removal form as required by 
the City or its designated contractor.  Disinterment shall not commence until after 
issuance of the Oakland County permit is presented to the City or its designated 
contractor, approval for removal is granted by the City or its designated contractor, and 
all applicable fees are paid.  Such disinterments shall only be scheduled between June 
15th and October 15th each year unless approved by the City.  The grave space where 
the disinterment occurred shall immediately be returned to a safe condition. 
 
 
VIII. BURIAL RIGHTS POLICY 
 
Lots purchased from the City after October 1, 2014:  

Full grave   
One casketed remains and two cremated remains 
- or - 
Up to three cremated remains 

Cremation grave 
3 x 2 feet  one cremated remains 
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3 x 4 feet two cremated remains 
 
Lots purchased prior to October 1, 2014: 

Full grave 
One burial right per grave (To add a burial right for cremated remains, 
must purchase each additional right of burial in the grave. Up to two 
cremated remains.)        
- or - 
One cremated remains (To add a burial right for cremated remains, must 
purchase each additional right of burial in the grave. Up to two cremated 
remains.)        

 
 
IX. LOT SALES – PAYMENT PLAN POLICY 
 
1. A payment agreement may be entered into to allow for the purchase price of 
a plot(s) to be paid over a period of time not to exceed 24 months and the 
period provided to cure a default. A copy of this Payment Plan Policy shall be 
attached to all installment payment agreements and shall be provided to the 
Purchaser. 
 
2. Payment agreements require a 20% down payment of the total purchase 
price, with the remaining balance to be spread into equal monthly payments for the 
payment period. Such payment agreements shall be interest free. There shall be no 
prepayment penalty to the Purchaser. 
 
3. A plot(s) being purchased under a payment agreement may not be used for 
interment until the full purchase price of the plot(s) has been paid. The Purchaser may 
apply all payments made on the plan to the plot(s) needed for burial. Should this 
application of funds to the burial plot reduce the balance in the Purchaser’s account 
below 20% of the value of the remaining plots, the Purchaser shall be given a grace 
period of up to six months to repay the 20% deposit on the remaining plot(s). 

4. In the event a Purchaser fails to make an installment payment, the Purchaser 
shall have 90 days from the default to cure the deficiency and bring the payments 
current. 
 
5. For purchase agreements initiated after January 14, 2019, failure to pay the 
entire contract on or before the final payment due date and the cure period will 
result in forfeiture of the unpaid plot(s) and 50% of all monies paid to date. If enough 
money is on account to completely pay for a plot(s), the Purchaser shall have the option 
to purchase said plot(s) with those available funds. Fifty percent of the remaining funds 
on account and any plots not paid in full shall be forfeited. 
 
 
X. LOT RESALE POLICY  
 
All graves sold by the City after October 1, 2014 can only be returned to the 
City.  Such graves cannot be transferred from the original purchaser to an unrelated 
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third party.  Graves can only be transferred to family according to the Rules of 
Consanguinity with supporting genealogical documentation.  
 
All graves returned to the City shall receive 50% of the original purchase price from the 
Greenwood Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund.  Upon return of the graves, the City 
may resell the graves.   
 
(For the purpose this policy, immediate family shall mean the immediate family of the 
purchaser(s) – spouse, children, grandchildren, parents, siblings, nieces/nephews, 
grandparents, aunts/uncles, step-children.) 
 
XI. SCHEDULE OF FEES AND CHARGES 
 
Fees and other charges are as set forth in the Schedule of Fees, Charges, Bonds and 
Insurance. 
 
 
 
XII. REVISIONS 
 
The obligations of the City as herein set forth may, from time to time, be modified by 
the Birmingham City Commission. 
 
• October 18, 1971 Resolution No. 1434-71 
• February 13, 1984 Resolution No. 02-97-84 
• February 23, 2009 Resolution No. 02-52-09 
• December 17, 2012 Resolution No. 12-356-12 
• August 10, 2015 Resolution No. 08-174-15  
• March 27, 2017 Resolution No. 03-82-17 (and confirmed by Greenwood Cemetery Advisory 

Board on May 5, 2017). 
• January 14, 2019  Resolution No. 01-011-19 
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CITY OF BIRMINGHAM 
GREENWOOD CEMETERY OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES, 

CONDITIONS AND REGULATIONS 
 
 
I. DEFINITIONS: 
 
The following words and phrases, for the purposes of these sections, have the meanings 
respectively ascribed to them, except in those instances where the context clearly 
indicates a different meaning. 
 
a. “Cemetery” shall mean Greenwood Cemetery. 
 
b. “Superintendent” shall mean the City Manager or his/her designee. 
 
c. “Marker” shall mean a stone or object denoting the location of a grave and which 

does not exceed eighteen (18) inches in height, sixteen (16) inches in width, and 
twenty-four (24) inches in length. 

 
d. “Monument” shall denote a memorial stone or object of a size in excess of that 

of a marker. 
 
e. “Permanent outside container” shall be a container which encloses a casket.  The 

following are considered permanent outside containers: concrete boxes, 
concrete, copper or steel burial vaults. 

 
f. “Department” shall mean the Department of Public Services. 
 
g. “Memorial” shall mean monuments or markers. 
 
 
II. CONDUCT OF PERSONS 
 
Every person entering the cemetery shall be responsible for any damage caused by such 
person while within the cemetery.  No person under eighteen years of age shall enter 
the cemetery grounds unless accompanied by an adult responsible for his/her conduct, 
or unless permission has been granted by the Superintendent. 
 
No person shall: 
 
a. Enter the cemetery except through an established gate, and only during the 

hours from 8:00 A.M. to sundown. 
 
b. Deposit or leave rubbish and debris on any part of the cemetery grounds. 
 
c. Pick, mutilate, remove, or destroy any living plants or parts thereof, whether wild 

or domestic, on the cemetery grounds, except in the work of maintenance by 
City employees or its designated contractor. 
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d. Break, injure, remove, or deface any monument or marker on the cemetery 
grounds. 

 
e. Bring any dog or animal into the cemetery grounds, unless in compliance with 

applicable leash law.   
 
f. Bring or discharge any firearm on the cemetery grounds, except in the conduct 

of military funerals. 
 
g. Carry intoxicants into the cemetery grounds, or consume such while in the 

cemetery. 
 
h. Advertise on cemetery grounds unless permitted by the City. 
 
i. Conduct her/himself in any other than a quiet and respectful manner while on 

the cemetery grounds. 
 
 
III. TRAFFIC REGULATIONS 
 
All traffic laws of the City of Birmingham that are applicable to the operation of vehicles 
in cemeteries shall be strictly observed.  Every person driving a vehicle into the 
cemetery shall be responsible for any damage caused by such vehicle. 
 
No person shall: 
 
a. Drive a vehicle within the cemetery at a speed in excess of ten (10) miles per 

hour. 
 
b. Drive or park a vehicle on other than established driveways except for the 

purpose of maintenance or construction. 
 
c. Turn a vehicle around within the cemetery except by following established 

driveways. 
 
d. Use a cemetery driveway as a public thoroughfare. 
 
 
IV. MAINTENANCE AND PERPETUAL CARE 
 
The City and/or its designated Contractor shall be responsible for the maintenance and 
repair of the driveways, buildings, water system, drainage and fences.  The City and/or 
its designated Contractor shall also cut and maintain the grass areas, remove the leaves, 
trim and remove trees and shrubs, apply fertilizer as necessary, and in general maintain 
the cemetery as a place of natural beauty devoted to the burial of the dead. 
 
The City and/or its designated Contractor shall not be responsible for any special care of 
any particular section, lot or burial space or for the maintenance or repair of any 
monument, marker or planting placed by the owner.  Further, the City and/or its 
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designated Contractor shall not contract or agree to give special care to any section, lot 
or burial space except as above provided.  The City shall maintain the integrity of 
damaged historical markers, prior to January 1, 1875, through the perpetual care fund.   
 
 
V. OPERATIONAL REGULATIONS   
 
The following operational regulations shall apply to all areas within the cemetery: 
 
a. Corners of all lots will be marked by the City, or its designated contractor, with 

permanent markers set flush with the ground surface, and these shall not be 
disturbed. 

 
b. The erection of any fence, railing, wall, coping, curbing, trellis, or embankment, 

or the planting of any hedge, on any lot or grave is prohibited.  No cutting of 
paths shall be permitted. 

 
c. The City, or its designated contractor, shall have the right to remove from any lot 

any objects, including trees and shrubs and flower pots that are not in keeping 
with the appearance of the cemetery. 

 
d. Ironwork, seats, vases, and planters shall be allowed on lots, providing that the 

same shall be kept in good repair and well painted.  If not kept in good repair 
and painted, the Superintendent shall have power and authority to remove same 
from cemetery, and shall not be liable for any such removal. 

 
e. Planters of iron or granite for the planting of flowers will be removed from lots 

and put in storage if not filled by July 1st.  Planters so removed will be sold for 
cartage and storage charges, or destroyed, if not claimed within a period of one 
year. 

 
f. No person shall plant, cut down, remove, or trim any tree, shrub, or plant within 

the cemetery except by permission of the Superintendent, or a person authorized 
by him/her to act in his/her stead in matters pertaining to the cemetery. 

 
g. The planting of flowers on any lot, or otherwise disturbing the sod, shall release 

the City or its designated contractor from all obligation to resod without extra 
charge therefore.  The planting of spirea, rose bushes, peonies, or shrubs that 
grow over three feet in height, will not be permitted. 

 
h. As soon as flowers, floral pieces, potted plants, flags, emblems, etc., used at 

funerals or placed on grave at other times, become unsightly or faded, they will 
be removed, and no responsibility for their protection will be assumed, except for 
special groups upon notification to the City or its designated contractor. 

 
i. The Superintendent reserves the right to remove from beds, graves, vases, 

planters, or other containers, all flowers, potted plants, or other decorations, that 
are set out and then not kept properly watered, trimmed and free from weeds, 
and to do so as soon as they become objectionable. 
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VI. MONUMENTS, GRAVE MARKERS AND FOUNDATIONS  
 
MONUMENTS  
 
Monuments will be permitted only on two adjoining side by side graves under one 
ownership.  No more than one monument shall be erected on any lot. 
 
The erection of all monuments shall be subject to the following conditions: 
 
a. Each monument shall be supported on a concrete foundation not smaller than 

the base of the monument it supports.  Such foundation shall be constructed 
only by the City or its designated contractor after payment therefore has been 
made.  Foundations will be installed April to November, weather dependent, as 
determined by the Superintendent.  Requests received after November 1st will be 
held until conditions allow for installation.  

 
b. Designs for monuments must be submitted to the Superintendent or to a person 

designated by him/her to act in his/her stead, when application is made for 
construction of foundations.  A form with the size, material and design must be 
submitted to the City or its designated contractor for approval and all installation 
fees must be paid in full prior to delivery of the memorial.  

 
c. No monument of artificial stone, sandstone, limestone, or soapstone will be 

permitted. 
 
d. All contractors and workers engaged in setting monuments shall be under the 

supervision of the Superintendent or a person designated by him/her, and they 
will be held responsible for any damage resulting from their negligence or 
carelessness.  No work of setting monuments shall be started that cannot be 
completed by the end of the day following the start of such work. 

 
e. No monuments shall be allowed in the flush sections. 
 
MARKERS 
 
a. Markers shall not exceed 1 ½ feet in height and shall have a minimum horizontal 

dimension at the base of not less than half of the height.  All markers shall be in 
one piece, and shall be dressed on the bottom at right angles to the vertical axis.  
These measurements do not apply to government issue markers.  

 
b. Individual markers can be sod set without a concrete foundation. 
 
c. A form with the size, material and design must be submitted to the City or its 

designated contractor for approval and all installation fees must be paid in full 
prior to delivery of the memorial.  Installation will not occur between November 
1st and March 31st unless weather permits. 
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FLUSH MEMORIAL SECTION – AREAS PLOTTED AFTER JANUARY 1, 2015 
 
a. On grave spaces in Sections B, C, D, K, L, and O, all memorials on new lots 

plotted after January 1, 2015, must be installed at lawn level.  Memorials can be 
individual markers measuring 24” x 12” x 4” or 16” x 24” x 4” or companion 
memorials over two (2) graves measuring 48” x 12” x 4”.  

 
b. The memorials must be made of acceptable bronze or granite material and set at 

lawn level. 
 
c. A form with the size, material and design must be submitted to the City or its 

designated contractor for approval and all installation fees must be paid in full 
prior to delivery of the memorial.  Installation will not occur between November 
1st and March 31st unless weather permits. 

 
 
VII. FUNERALS, INTERMENTS AND DISINTERMENTS 
 
INTERMENTS 
 
No lot or burial space shall be used for any purpose other than the interment of human 
remains and the erection of appropriate memorials to the dead. 
 
No interment shall be made in Greenwood Cemetery until a proper burial permit has 
been issued, and until all other legally required permits have been issued by, and filed 
with, the proper authorities. 
 
City personnel, or its designated contractor, will provide opening and closing of grave, 
initial and periodic maintenance only, and will not be responsible for handling and 
lowering vaults or caskets.  Tents, lowering devices and other materials shall be 
furnished by the funeral director or vault company. 
 
No grave shall be dug closer than six (6) inches from the line of any lot. 
 
In all full burial interments, the casket shall be enclosed in a permanent outside 
container.  Such outside container shall be installed by the funeral director, vault 
company, or the City’s designated contractor.   
 
In all interments of cremated remains, the container shall be installed by the City, its 
designated contractor, funeral director or vault company.  The size of the container 
must be submitted with the request for burial. 
 
All funerals within the cemetery shall be under the supervision of the City or its 
designated contractor.  No burials are to be made on Sunday or legal holidays, except 
by permission of the Superintendent.  Overtime charges will apply. 
 
The City must be notified through the City Clerk or its designated contractor, of the time 
and exact location of proposed interments in time to allow not less than ten (10) hours 
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of daylight to prepare the grave.  If notification occurs less than 10 hours of daylight 
prior to burial, overtime charges will apply.   
 
Interments that involve preparation or follow-up work during other than regular working 
hours will be done at an additional charge for the overtime portion of the time required. 
The maximum charge shall not exceed the normal charges plus the weekend/holiday 
fee.  This fee is in addition to the normal interment or disinterment fee charged during 
regular working hours.   
 
Interments of the remains of any persons other than the owner or an immediate 
member of his/her family will be permitted only after the written consent of the owner 
or the owner’s authorized agent has been filed with the City Clerk or the City’s 
designated contractor.  In case of a minor being the owner, the guardian may give 
consent upon proof of this authority to act. 
 
Only one (1) interment in any one grave space shall be permitted, except in the case of 
a parent and infant child, two (2) children dying at about the same time, or in such 
other unusual cases as it shall seem to the Superintendent to be proper under the 
circumstances.  Such interments shall adhere to Section VIII  Burial Rights Policy. 
 
Up to two cremated remains may be placed in the same space if the owner of the grave 
space or his/her heirs purchase the right to such inurnments.  Should the owner permit 
the burial of such cremated remains, only one additional memorial shall be permitted on 
the grave space and such memorial shall not be larger than 24 x 12 x 4 inches and 
installed at lawn level.  Up to three (3) cremated remains (only) may be placed on a 
single grave space. 
 
DISINTERMENTS 
 
Disinterment of a burial shall be facilitated by a Michigan licensed funeral director.  Said 
funeral director shall obtain a permit for such removal from the local health officer of 
Oakland County.  Said funeral director shall complete the removal form as required by 
the City or its designated contractor.  Disinterment shall not commence until after 
issuance of the Oakland County permit is presented to the City or its designated 
contractor, approval for removal is granted by the City or its designated contractor, and 
all applicable fees are paid.  Such disinterments shall only be scheduled between June 
15th and October 15th each year unless approved by the City.  The grave space where 
the disinterment occurred shall immediately be returned to a safe condition. 
 
 
VIII. BURIAL RIGHTS POLICY 
 
Lots purchased from the City after October 1, 2014:  

Full grave   
One casketed remains and two cremated remains 
- or - 
Up to three cremated remains 

Cremation grave 
3 x 2 feet  one cremated remains 
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3 x 4 feet two cremated remains 
 
Lots purchased prior to October 1, 2014: 

Full grave 
One burial right per grave (To add a burial right for cremated remains, 
must purchase each additional right of burial in the grave. Up to two 
cremated remains.)        
- or - 
One cremated remains (To add a burial right for cremated remains, must 
purchase each additional right of burial in the grave. Up to two cremated 
remains.)        

 
 
IX. LOT SALES – PAYMENT PLAN POLICY 
 
1. A payment agreement may be entered into to allow for the purchase price of 
a plot(s) to be paid over a period of time not to exceed 24 months and the 
period provided to cure a default. A copy of this Payment Plan Policy shall be 
attached to all installment payment agreements and shall be provided to the 
Purchaser. 
 
2. Payment agreements require a 20% down payment of the total purchase 
price, with the remaining balance to be spread into equal monthly payments for the 
payment period. Such payment agreements shall be interest free. There shall be no 
prepayment penalty to the Purchaser. 
 
3. A plot(s) being purchased under a payment agreement may not be used for 
interment until the full purchase price of the plot(s) has been paid. The Purchaser may 
apply all payments made on the plan to the plot(s) needed for burial. Should this 
application of funds to the burial plot reduce the balance in the Purchaser’s account 
below 20% of the value of the remaining plots, the Purchaser shall be given a grace 
period of up to six months to repay the 20% deposit on the remaining plot(s). 

4. In the event a Purchaser fails to make an installment payment, the Purchaser 
shall have 90 days from the default to cure the deficiency and bring the payments 
current. 
 
5. For purchase agreements initiated after January 14, 2019, failure to pay the 
entire contract on or before the final payment due date and the cure period will 
result in forfeiture of the unpaid plot(s) and 50% of all monies paid to date. If enough 
money is on account to completely pay for a plot(s), the Purchaser shall have the option 
to purchase said plot(s) with those available funds. Fifty percent of the remaining funds 
on account and any plots not paid in full shall be forfeited. 
 
 
IXX. LOT RESALE POLICY  
 
All graves sold by the City after October 1, 2014 can only be returned to the 
City.  Such graves cannot be transferred from the original purchaser to an unrelated 
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third party.  Graves can only be transferred to family according to the Rules of 
Consanguinity with supporting genealogical documentation.  
 
All graves returned to the City shall receive 50% of the original purchase price from the 
Greenwood Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund.  Upon return of the graves, the City 
may resell the graves.   
 
(For the purpose this policy, immediate family shall mean the immediate family of the 
purchaser(s) – spouse, children, grandchildren, parents, siblings, nieces/nephews, 
grandparents, aunts/uncles, step-children.) 
 
XXI. SCHEDULE OF FEES AND CHARGES 
 
Fees and other charges are as set forth in the Schedule of Fees, Charges, Bonds and 
Insurance. 
 
 
 
XIXII. REVISIONS 
 
The obligations of the City as herein set forth may, from time to time, be modified by 
the Birmingham City Commission. 
 
• October 18, 1971 Resolution No. 1434-71 
• February 13, 1984 Resolution No. 02-97-84 
• February 23, 2009 Resolution No. 02-52-09 
• December 17, 2012 Resolution No. 12-356-12 
• August 10, 2015 Resolution No. 08-174-15  
• March 27, 2017 Resolution No. 03-82-17 (and confirmed by Greenwood Cemetery Advisory 

Board on May 5, 2017). 
• January 14, 2019  Resolution No. 01-011-19 



Worksheet to Consider changes to the Greenwood Cemetery Rules and Regulations 

Section/Topic Issue/Needs Suggestion Pros & Cons 
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MEMORANDUM 
 

City Clerk’s Office 
 
DATE:   January 29, 2021 
 
TO:   Greenwood Cemetery Advisory Board 
 
FROM:  Alexandria Bingham, City Clerk 
 
SUBJECT: Future Landscaping Plan 
 
INTRODUCTION:  

• At the January 8, 2021 GCAB meeting Chair Person Linda Buchanan brought up the issue 
of reserving space for future landscaping and tree planting to preserve the pleasing 
aesthetics of the cemetery.  

 
BACKGROUND: 

• Periodically Greenwood Cemetery Advisory evaluates the landscape of the cemetery and 
provides a recommendation for future planting for the City Commission’s approval.  
 

PROCESS 
• The City Clerk will communicate with Cheri Arcome from Creative Collaborations and Carrie 

Laird from The City of Birmingham’s Department of Public Services. Carrie will work on 
scheduling a meeting with an arborist to evaluate the cemetery in the spring of 2021.  

• The arborist will give recommendation on available space, appropriate species and best 
time to plant.  

• The City Clerk will report back to the Greenwood Cemetery Advisory Board with the 
arborist’s findings and potential cost for planting at the proposed sites.  

• The GCAB will finalize their recommendation for the City Commission to review. 
 
QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER 

• Planting of trees could cause issues and liability in the future if fallen branches or roots 
cause any damage. Is this a risk GCAB is willing to take? 

• Planting of trees in available grave sites. This will lower our already limited inventory of 
available grave sites and result in less revenues to contribute to the Perpetual Care Fund. 
How much space and potential financial contribution is GCAB willing to surrender to have 
more trees in the cemetery? 

• What ways can the cost of planting and landscaping be covered? Should the GCAB look 
for any sort of grants or funding for this project? 

• Should this topic (and other topics of interest) be developed and included in a Greenwood 
Cemetery Long Range Plan? 

• Other Questions   
 

LEGAL REVIEW:  
• None.  

 
FISCAL IMPACT:  

• To be determined.  
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ATTACHMENTS:   

• Email of Linda Buchanan’s request.  
• Map of Linda’s suggested locations.  

 
SUGGESTED RESOLUTION: 

• To direct the City Clerk to coordinate with DPS and Creative Collaborations to schedule an 
arborist to assess and recommend future planting sites in Greenwood Cemetery.  



1/29/2021 City of Birmingham MI Mail - Request for Arborist Consultation

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=122eed7f76&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1687905542308759363&simpl=msg-f%3A16879055423… 1/1

Alex Bingham <abingham@bhamgov.org>

Request for Arborist Consultation
Email Upgrade <rlb4149@yahoo.com> Sun, Jan 3, 2021 at 5:16 PM
Reply-To: "rlb4149@yahoo.com" <rlb4149@yahoo.com>
To: Alex Bingham <abingham@bhamgov.org>, Lauren Wood <lwood@bhamgov.org>

Hello Lauren- This email is from Linda Buchanan of the GCAB and it concerns the need to allocate a few Sec. B unused
grave sites @Greenwood for the future planting of trees.  When I was searching for these potential sites I tried to
visualize the area when the tree is cut down and lacks the "forest" appearance. These trees might not be planted for 5-
10+ years but if space is not saved a tree will not be able to be planted.  I have had some experience with horticulture, so
on Dec. 22, 2020-weather was permitting- I identified 6 locations within the unsold graves(Sec. B) that could be used. 
Myself and other Board members would show these sites to the arborist @Greenwood.  If the arborist concurs with each
chosen site(and upon approval of the Commission) that site would become permanently allotted for future
trees/landscaping.  If not chosen(arborist may suggest another site) the site would return to sale status.  I know this may
take weeks to schedule due to COVID and winter weather but I look forward to the collaboration.                     
 Respectfully,  Linda Buchanan  Chair GCAB

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

https://go.onelink.me/107872968?pid=InProduct&c=Global_Internal_YGrowth_AndroidEmailSig__AndroidUsers&af_wl=ym&af_sub1=Internal&af_sub2=Global_YGrowth&af_sub3=EmailSignature


1/29/2021 City of Birmingham MI Mail - Tree Sites

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=122eed7f76&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1687906763479849284&simpl=msg-f%3A16879067634… 1/1

Alex Bingham <abingham@bhamgov.org>

Tree Sites
1 message

Email Upgrade <rlb4149@yahoo.com> Sun, Jan 3, 2021 at 5:35 PM
Reply-To: "rlb4149@yahoo.com" <rlb4149@yahoo.com>
To: Alex Bingham <abingham@bhamgov.org>

Alex-  These are the potential tree sites I located:  Row 16   21,22.   Row 15.  19,20.          Row 9  9,10.    Row 5   21,22. 
   Row 5.  11,12.   Row 2.  23,24.             Thank you.   Linda Buchanan

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

https://go.onelink.me/107872968?pid=InProduct&c=Global_Internal_YGrowth_AndroidEmailSig__AndroidUsers&af_wl=ym&af_sub1=Internal&af_sub2=Global_YGrowth&af_sub3=EmailSignature




REPORTS 
Financial 

 

Sales 

Greenwood Cemetery Sales and Availability 
  Sec B  Sec C  

October 2020 4 0 

November 2020 1 0 

December 2020 0 0 

January 2021 
1* from approved 
grave release on 

12/21/20 
0 

Pending Sales (purchase agreement 
in progress) 0 1 

New Inquiries (just information) 0 5 families 
Total Sold 5 0 
Total Available Under Current 
Authorization 0 * 20 

Total Available (Not Released) 
162  

* Data provided as of 1/29/2021 
*On 1/29/21 Cheri noted that graves 1 & 2 in Section C rows 18-A & 19-A are 
not able to be used due to obstructions.   

 

 

 



 

 

Burials & Activity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clerk’s Office – Update on Ongoing Projects 

City Commission – Grave Release Recommendation Approved 

On Monday, January 25, 2021 the City Commission approved the following resolution: 

Motion by Commissioner Host, seconded by Mayor Pro Tem Longe 

Resolution to recommend that the City Commission authorize the release of 14 plots 
available in Section C, Row 18-A for sale in Greenwood Cemetery. Furthermore the City 
Commission directs the Greenwood Cemetery Advisory Board to evaluate the grave site 
pricing and return with recommended changes prior to any further release. 

 

Vote: 7 ayes, 0 nays 

Commissioner Hoff requested that Clerk’s Office diligently explore if there is any other space 
available for sale in sections D through O.  

Data Entry for GIS Mapping 

The Clerk’s Office and Museum Staff started training on GIS mapping data entry with City 
Planner Brooks Cowan the second week of January. Clerk’s office staff are in the process of 
organizing all of our cross referencing data sources to confirm records before entering them 
into the GIS database.  

This will be a very intense and time consuming project for the Clerk’s office and Museum staff 
and will likely take several months.  

GPR 

The Clerk’s Office needs more time to gather research and information before bringing this 
issue back to GCAB for consideration and direction.  

  

Sec B 
 
 
 

Full  Crem 

Sec C  
 
 
 

Full  Crem 

Other 
 
 
 

Full  Crem   

Total by 
Month 

 
Full  Crem 

Monument  
Work 

Orders 

October 2020  1   2  2 1 3 
November 2020      1  1 1 

December 2020 1    1 3 2 3 5 

January 2021     1  1  1 
Rolling Quarter Total by 
Sections 1 1   4 4 5 5 10 



 

 

March is Cemetery Cleanup Month! 

Creative Collaborations coordinates time with the City of Birmingham’s DPS staff to clean up all 
grave blankets and Christmas decorations that will get picked up along with any other debris. 

April & May 

Creative Collaborations and the City of Birmingham’s DPS staff schedule time with respect to 
the weather to top dress, seed or reseed and complete and additional cleanup in the spring.  

Markers and memorials can start being delivered and installed on April 1st.  

Creative Collaborations and the City of Birmingham’s DPS staff schedule the regular spring 
fertilization.  

Turf Improvement 

Cheri Arcome of Creative Collaborations suggested and has been working closely with the City 
of Birmingham’s Department of Public Services to improve the turf on cemetery grounds beyond 
the regularly scheduled maintenance and fertilizations.  
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